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Foreword

Challenging waters

A WORLD IN TRANSITION
Norway is one of the world’s largest and most
advanced maritime nations. Our position today
is stronger than ever. As you read this, more than
1800 Norwegian-controlled ships and rigs are
in action around the globe. Shipping and the
maritime industries constitute Norway’s most
globalized sector. As a consequence, world events,
trends and developments impact the maritime
industry directly.
Many Norwegians are experiencing how changes
in the political and economic situation in the
world can affect our everyday lives. Employment
in the oil industry has come under pressure virtually overnight, and terrorist actions are no longer
perceived a distant threat. More extreme weather
and natural disasters are causing concern. A small
country like Norway will always be influenced
by these global trends, but the maritime industry
feels the impact of global developments as they
occur.
Three global macro trends in particular are driving global developments :
First of all, we are experiencing prolonged stagnation and uncertainty in global economic growth.
With the exception of the United States, there
is little drive in the major growth economies,
and down-side risk dominates the outlook. With
nominal interest rates close to zero and government finances struggling across the board, the
geopolitical fiscal and monetary arsenal begin to
look depleted.
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The modest economic growth we are witnessing
is a ‘jobless growth.’ Economic growth in the wake
of the financial crisis has largely been fuelled by
restructuring, streamlining, and automation.
More is being produced, but without creating
more jobs. Unemployment is high and rising in
many countries, hitting the younger generations
hardest. In Greece, two-thirds of young people
are without work, in Spain over half. Apathy
and hopelessness, together with falling tax
incomes and higher public fees, are the inevitable
consequences.
Adding to this is the large and growing gap in
income and wealth. Wages have stagnated or are
declining in many countries. In the US, new jobs
pay on average 23 per cent less than those lost
during the financial crisis. Today, the richest one
percent of the world population controls half of all
global assets and the gap continue to widen. Vast
inequalities in welfare and opportunity is ethically
challenging, depresses economic growth, and is
socially destabilizing.
This leads us to the second global development trend, growing political tensions in many
countries. Social order is being disrupted and
trust-based relationships between people and
authorities are being tested. Religious extremism,
racism, nationalism and separatism thrive in this
soil, while social structures are eroded. The most
extreme manifestation of this phenomenon is
found in the belt stretching from Nigeria in the
west to Afghanistan in the east, where extremist

PHOTO: NICOLAS TOURRENC

Islamic groups like Boko Haram, Al Shabaab,
ISIL, Al Qaeda and the Taliban run rampant, as
growing cash flows bolster their confidence. The
world is witnessing the largest wave of refugees
since WWII, with an increasing number of people
risking their lives in decrepit boats, crossing the
Mediterranean to seek asylum in Europe.
Shifts in the geo-strategic balance of power also
challenge the UN-led, rule-based world order.
‘Realpolitik’ is once again in vogue. Fragmentation and polarisation seem more prominent than
continued globalisation. A territorial and aggressive Russia is met with sanctions from the West,
China is converting its economic might into global
influence, a war-weary USA is on the retreat, and
the EU countries are preoccupied with fixing
problems at home.
All this adds up to the third development trend,
the undermining of political will and confidence
in international cooperation – two of the keys to
facing long-term global challenges like climate
change, environmental issues, and the fight
against poverty.
In Norway, these three trends have consequences
far beyond the effect of low oil prices and a weak
currency. The somber global picture painted here
will affect us along a number of dimensions.
As a wealthy nation with a transparent economy,
we are dependent on free and open trade and
global economic growth. As a small nation, we
are more dependent than many others on a global
order where right reigns over might, preventing
bigger nations from serving their own interests at
the expense of smaller. As a major Arctic nation,
we are more dependent than most on establishing
a ‘high north with low tension.’ Last but not least,
as one of the world’s largest energy nations we are
more than most directly impacted by developments in the energy markets, and the international agreements that will help meet climate
challenges.
The ‘long run’ consists of many short ones, and in
the short-term perspective, low oil prices and a
weakened currency are not our biggest challenges.
Our ability to understand and react to the most
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significant global trends we are witnessing today
will determine the nature of our society in the
future.
In the first section of the Maritime outlook report
2015 we have asked former Financial Times correspondent Valeria Criscione to interview leading
international thinkers and decision-makers on
their views of which major trends will drive future
development.
The Outlook report 2015 also considers how our
maritime industry is already being affected by
global change, and what we can do to be prepared
for a different tomorrow. Shipowers’ expectations
are now dominated by lower expectations for profitability. At the same time, the maritime industry
has never created more value than now: more than
110 000 employees here in Norway contributes to
a value creation of NOK 175 billion annually. For
the first time, Norwegian shipowners have created
annual value of more than NOK 100 billion.
The findings in this report confirm our analysis of
the challenges we face. These are very real challenges that will impact the lives of individuals, our
workplaces, and Norwegian value creation in the
future. Yet the Norwegian maritime industry continues to make its mark on the world. New technology will further reduce harmful emissions, more
efficient transportation solutions and new forms
of energy will contribute to more sustainable trade
and growth, while efforts to strengthen multilateral regulations will promote cooperation between
nations. We take our share of the responsibility to
meet these future challenges very seriously, and
the Norwegian maritime industry believes that the
future generations will be able to look back at these
efforts with pride.
We are a small country in a big world – a world that
is being redefined.

Sturla Henriksen
CEO
Norwegian Shipowners’ Association
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Summary

The maritime industry is Norway’s most international, and being global by nature, it is directly
affected by global trends and developments.
We are witnessing today a world undergoing
dramatic changes; a more fragmented security
policy landscape, radical Islamist groups on the
offensive, record numbers of refugees, low and
uncertain economic growth, low oil prices, and
global climate challenges. This will impact the
maritime industries.
These trends set the stage for the Outlook report
2015. The Outlook survey gives reason to expect
changes in the key markets for Norwegian shipowners from today towards 2020. Norway and the
UK will remain important markets, but the most
important growth markets will be the US, Canada
and Mexico, followed by Southeast Asia, Brazil,
West Africa, and China.
Norway maintains its position as one of the
world`s largest shipping nations, and is the
most advanced, diverse, and specialized among
major shipping nations. Norwegian shipowners
are positioned for further growth, with a solid
order book of ships scheduled for delivery into
2017. Orders to Norwegian yards have none
theless stagnated, with few new orders from the
Norwegian international shipowners. The orders
are for a large number of offshore service vessels,
but also a high number of gas tankers, bulk ships,
and chemical tankers. Norwegian international
shipowners continue to renew the fleet, with the
average age of ships in the fleet dropping by three

years since 2005. The fleet is diverse, with a large
percentage of modern, advanced and specialized
vessels. This is reflected in valuation estimates,
placing the Norwegian deep sea fleet at sixth in
the world, behind other major shipping nations
like Japan, Greece, Germany, China and the US.
The maritime industry in Norway is global and
knowledge-based. More than 110 000 people
worked in the industry in 2013, creating value for
nearly NOK 175 billion, an 11 per cent increase
from 2012. Norwegian maritime value creation
has never been higher. The industry’s share of
total Norwegian value creation is 11 per cent when
oil and gas activities are excluded. Norwegian
shipowners contributed NOK 102 billion of this
value, growing from NOK 90 billion in 2012. 2013
was the first year that shipowners created more
than NOK 100 billion of value.
In this year’s Outlook report we see a downward
shift in shipowner expectations for growth in
turnover. Norwegian shipowners expect turnover
to increase from the 2014 level of NOK 262 billion
to NOK 268 billion in 2015, a 2.3 per cent increase.
This is markedly less optimistic than expectations of 6 per cent in last year’s Outlook survey.
All segments except offshore service shipowners expect growth in turnover in 2015. Offshore
service owners expect turnover to fall by 4.2 per
cent during 2015. This would mark the first fall in
turnover since 2002 for this segment.
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Deep sea shipowners are not yet back to their top
level of 2008 measured in turnover. In 2009 the
deep sea shipowners experienced a major drop
in turnover. Since 2010 they have experienced a
steady growth in turnover each year. Growth in
deep sea shipping was 3.2 per cent in 2014. For
2015, deep sea shipowners anticipate an increase
in turnover of 5.1 per cent. However, there is considerable variation within the deep sea segment
depending on markets of operation.
Short sea shipowners have shown stable but
modest annual growth, and expect turnover to
increase by 2.5 per cent in 2015, bringing their
anticipated total to around NOK 20 billion. For
2014 their growth was at 5.5 per cent.
Offshore contractors expect a 9.1 per cent growth
in turnover in 2015. This figure is high given that
investments on the Norwegian Continental Shelf
(NCS) are expected to fall by some 10 per cent in
2015. Offshore contractors saw growth of 2.2 per
cent in 2014.
Petroleum-related activities grew by more than
6 per cent in 2014, while other activities grew by
3 per cent. For 2015 the shipowners expect to see
a reversal in this trend, with petroleum-related
income expected to fall by 1 per cent, and income
from other markets to grow by 10 per cent.
The income generated in international markets
was NOK 155 billion in 2014, or 59 per cent of total
turnover, an increase of 5 per cent from 2013. For
2015 the shipowners anticipate growth of 4 per
cent in international markets, up to NOK 162
billion.
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Profitability among Norwegian shipowners was
good in the years leading up to 2009. From 2009
operating margins dropped markedly in most
segments. The downturn was brought on by the
financial crisis and the ensuing aftermath of a
rush of newbuilding orders before the crisis hit.
Shipowners are less optimistic about their profitability in 2015 than they were in 2014. 35 per cent
of shipowners expect improved operating results,
compared with 72 per cent in 2014. In all 42 per
cent of shipowners anticipate weaker operating
results in 2015, compared with only 8 per cent in
2014.
All four segments have lower overall expectations
for profitability in 2015 than in 2014. Among short
sea shipowners only 42 per cent expect a stronger
operating result in 2015, against fully 80 per cent
in 2014. Optimism is greatest in the deep sea segment, with 60 per cent of shipowners anticipating
improved operating results in 2015. Offshore
service shipowners are by far the most pessimistic, with more than three out of four anticipating
weaker operating results in 2015. 83 per cent of
offshore service shipowners anticipated improved
results in 2014, while only 13 per cent expect the
same in 2015. Half of offshore contractors expect
worsened operating results in 2015.
The industry’s international exposure also makes
it vulnerable to changes in framework conditions. The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association
will continue to work for robust and competitive
framework conditions in Norway. It is of the
utmost importance for our members that the
government has a proactive attitude towards
maritime policymaking: Experience goes to show
that a strong and proactive maritime policy yields
good results.

PHOTO: JØRGEN FREIM
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VALERIA CRISCIONE
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Valeria Criscione is a former Oslo
correspondent for the Financial
Times covering politics, business, and
culture. In this chapter, she has interviewed leading international thinkers
and decision makers and taken a
closer look at three of the global trends

affecting the shipping industry and
shaping our future.
Criscione holds a Master’s degree in
journalism from Columbia University
in New York. She has been freelancing
since 2008.

1. NAVIGATING IN A
NEW CLIMATE
Geopolitical security:

PARADIGM SHIFT
TEXT BY: VALERIA CRISCIONE

The pace of the recent changes in geopolitics has been
remarkable. A year ago, no one could have imagined
a European country making a land grab from
another European territory or fathomed the sudden
rise of terrorist group ISIL in the Middle East and
the ensuing refugee crisis - the largest displacement
of people since World War II.

The rise of the rest
Historically there have been three great power
shifts: the rise of the Western world from the
fifteenth Century, the rise of the US in the nineteenth, and now the “rise of the rest.” That is the
premise behind CNN foreign affairs correspondent Fareed Zakaria’s book The Post-American
World, describing a world in which there are more
centres of power, wealth and influence, and where
China and Russia no longer feel beholden to
Western capital.

problem was that there was
no state underneath these
regimes and no real set of
bureaucracies that could
maintain order.
– There was no real civil
society under the state and
there was in many cases no
nation, said Zakaria. – If you
look at Libya, it has essenFAREED ZAKARIA PHOTO: JASON DECROW
tially descended into three
tribal areas. If you look at
Iraq, it has turned into three zones: the Kurdish,
the Shia and the Sunni. And if you look at Syria,
it is sort of a version of that. The collapse of this
order is producing a huge amount of violence, a
huge amount of instability and it is probably a
deep historical process that has to play itself out.

It is also a new world marred by a swiftly
changing geopolitical security landscape.

– Iraq is the second most violent country in the
world after Syria, added Zakaria. – And like a
forest fire, the struggle is going to rage for a while.

The biggest central political instability is in the
Middle East, Mr Zakaria said in an interview with
us. The region stretching from Libya through
Syria has seen an increase in internal opposition
to brutal secular dictatorships amid weakening superpower support for these repressive
regimes. After the demographic, economic, and
technological forces of the Arab Spring, he said,
these regimes started to tremble and waiver. The

The International Energy Agency (IEA) has
warned that the instability in the Middle East
will be a major risk to the oil markets. In its
report World Energy Outlook (WEO) 2014, the
IEA forecasts oil production from Iraq and the
rest of the Middle East would account for most
of the expected 14 million barrel per day increase
in global oil demand up to 2040 under its New
Policies Scenario.
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– We believe that the current calm in [oil and gas
supply] should not [fool] us that everything is in
order and that energy security is not a problem
anymore, said Fatih Birol, IEA chief economist,
during the WEO 2014 presentation in Oslo this
past November. – Just the opposite. The turmoil
in the Middle East is a very worrying factor, and
where we expect the bulk of oil production growth
to come from. Iraq is set to play a critical role in
the global oil markets, a country which is going
through very difficult times today.
Despite the tension in the Middle East, oil
has fallen dramatically from its historic high
$100-plus levels thanks to the many forces of
political stability around the world, points out
Zakaria. Two of the three largest Asian countries
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– India and Indonesia – have elected governments pushing for reform; Japan’s pro-growth
Prime Minister wants to break with 20 years of
stagnation; and Africa is much more economically
vibrant. The key drivers have been broad political
stability with no Cold War between superpowers
or deep divisions among rebels, economic ties
within the global economy, and a technological
information revolution that has bound the world
together.
– A General Electric jet engine is going to be made
in 22 countries and it’s not even clear whose GDP
numbers it should go on, Zakaria said, referring to
the increasing globalisation of production lines

while, said Zakaria. – [The Middle East] also does
not have any truly great global powers within it.
Russia on the other hand is
a great global power. It has
the second largest arsenal
of nuclear weapons in the
world. It remains a big
economy and it is very deeply
connected to the world
because of its massive size.

Cold war fears
Still there are Cold War parallels being drawn to
the current conflict between Russia and the West,
even by former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
himself. In March 2014 the former Ukraine
territory of Crimea joined the Russian Union via
a self-declared annexation. Fuelled by Russiansponsored separatist uprisings, the referendum
was later declared illegitimate by the international
community. Since then, the conflict has spilled
into the eastern part of Ukraine and several
thousand have been killed.
– That is not as hot, violent or scary [as the Middle
East], but it is actually probably more important
because the Middle East has been unstable for a

The stakes are high. The US
and the EU have retaliated
with economic sanctions,
while Russia fuels further
FOGH RASMUSSEN PHOTO: MAGNUS FRÖDERBERG
territorial conflict in eastern
Ukraine. NATO implemented a Readiness Action
Plan at the Wales Summit in September 2014, the
biggest reinforcement of its collective defence
since the end of the Cold War. At his last NATO
Summit Meeting, NATO’s outgoing Secretary
General Anders Fogh Rasmussen condemned
Russia’s illegitimate self-declared annexation of
Crimea as the first time a European territory had
grabbed another’s by force since the Second World
War.
– In the heart of Europe, it is a wake-up call for all
of us, said Fogh Rasmussen. – We had thought that
such behaviour had been confined to history. But
it is back, and it is dangerous.
Fogh Rasmussen ended his five-year tenure
as Secretary General this past October just as
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Russia’s increasing encroachment peaked into
fighting in several eastern cities of Ukraine. In an
interview with us in Oslo, he said Ukraine would
be one of the top five international hot spots in the
world. Russia was aiming to re-establish a zone of
Russian influence in the near neighbourhood, as
well as the Arctic, he says. It had “torn up the rule
book on international behaviour” and escalated a
conflict that would “last for decades.”
– [President] Putin can and probably likely will
be re-elected for a new six-year term in 2018, said
Fogh Rasmussen. – He enjoys unprecedented
approval ratings after the Crimea annexation. He
controls the majority of Russian media. I do not
believe the sanctions will make Putin back off. His
popularity comes from appearing strong.
– This is not a new Cold War between two ideo
logically opposed camps, but this conflict has
some of the same features, he added. – And let me
remind you that the Cold War lasted for 40 years.

Energy choke points
Fogh Rasmussen believes the other four international hotspots for conflict are maritime: the
Suez Canal and surrounding region, the Malacca
Straits in Southeast Asia, the Gulf of Guinea in
Africa, and the Strait of Hormuz between Iran and
Oman. He calls these areas “energy choke points”
where conflicts would have a major impact on the
world economy. Still, the Ukraine-Russia crisis
could also have a major impact when it comes to
energy because of Europe’s dependency on Russian
energy, the country’s “most strategic weapon.”
The EU gets almost 40% of its natural gas from
Russia and one-third of its oil, underscores Fogh
Rasmussen. Six EU countries get almost all of their
natural gas from Russia, which has demonstrated
its ability to use it both as a carrot and a stick. It
used cheap gas to “bribe” then-Ukrainian President
Yanukovich from entering a deal with the EU and
hiked gas prices drastically and cut of supplies on
the current pro-Western Ukrainian government.
– The combination of energy security and maritime
security will represent, in my opinion, the major
security challenge in the coming years, says Fogh
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Rasmussen. – We have more than 30 on-going crisis
and conflicts globally, and some of them catch
more headlines than the maritime choke points I
mentioned. But if you look closer into the potential
economic impact of conflict, then you will see that
maritime security is of utmost importance.
– During my term as Secretary General of NATO,
and not least at the NATO Summit in Wales, we
decided to strengthen our maritime strategy and
that is not by accident. It is really because we see
maritime security as an increasingly important
factor when it comes to our overall security, p
 ointing
to the recent success by the international community at countering piracy along the coast of Somalia
and the Gulf of Aden.
The changed security climate in Europe due to the
Russia-Ukraine conflict
will be one of two great
short-term challenges in
the future, according to
Erna Solberg, Norway’s
Prime Minister. The
other is ISIL’s situation
in Syria and Iraq, and the
ERNA SOLBERG PHOTO: KJELL RUBEN STRØM
subsequent terror attacks
towards European and
other countries and the terrorising of those living
under ISIL rule.
– [ISIL] are now the flypaper of everybody who is
discontent and wants to change our societies, she
said in an interview with us at the Prime Minister’s
office this January. – Assad continues to wage war
on his people. Eleven million Syrians – half of the
population – are now [internally displaced and] refugees. ISIL has rampages across Syria and Iraq. Boko
Haram’s brutal killings spread. Four major humanitarian crises occurred at the same time in 2014.

Humanitarian crisis
The civil war in Syria has forced a record number
of persons to flee their homes. Globally, there were
33.3 million people reported internally displaced
and 17.9 million refugees at the end of 2013 due to
conflict and violence, according to the Norwegian
Refugee Council. Nearly half of the 8.2 million

FOTO: MARIUS REMØY
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newly displaced came
from Syria at a rate of
9,500 people per day, the
largest and fastest evolving displacement crisis in
the world.
– I lay awake at night
pondering why we are not
able to come to the rescue
of the civilians displaced
by this, the greatest war
JAN EGELAND PHOTO: SCANPIX
of our g
 eneration, said Jan
Egeland Norwegian Refugee Council secretary
general, in an interview with us in January. – I find
it a collapse of international solidarity. There are
millions who have lost everything and flee for their
lives in this war, and they now meet closed borders.
– We started 2014 with, for the first time, more
than 50 million people displaced. We haven’t had
those kinds of figures since the aftermath of the
Second World War” added Egeland.
The humanitarian crisis has spawned new
challenges for the maritime industry, particularly
in the Mediterranean Sea. One single rescue
operation can involve more than 500 migrants,
turning a commercial vessel de facto into a small
refugee camp – a situation that can be extremely
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challenging for the crew. Some 5000 migrants
were rescued by Norwegian owned vessels in
2014. In total, 42000 migrants were rescued by
merchant vessels in 2014, in close cooperation
with Italian, Greek and Maltese authorities.
The crew is also exposed to security concerns
related to armed people smugglers and occasionally
knife-bearing migrants. Corrupt officials, collaborating with the smugglers, have threatened merchant vessel crew and coast guard personnel during
rescue operations, in order to speed up the return
of their small boats or extort money. Recently, an
ISIL affiliated group in Libya threatened to exploit
human smuggling routes to reach Europe.
What is unique to the refugee crisis are the
extreme risks people are willing to take.
Coordinated smugglers place desperate people on
rickety boats to cross the Mediterranean, most of
which are later rescued. In 2014, some 230,000 refugees and migrants crossed the Mediterranean on
their way to Europe. About 170,000 of them ended
up in Italy, 99% of which were rescued by Italian
navy or coast guard vessels, commercial vessels,
and more recently EU’s rescue operation Triton.
– What we’ve seen that’s different now is some
kind of organized trafficking or smuggling, says
Chaloka Beyani, UN Special Rapporteur on the

Human Rights of Internally Displaced Persons, in
an interview with us in Oslo this January. – Entire
vessels are commandeered by traffickers or smugglers. It is an arranged movement. Just before they
enter coastal waters, [smugglers] abandon the
vessel. This is something that is new.

COUNTRIES WITH THE LARGEST DISPLACEMENT
RELATED TO CONFLICT AND VIOLENCE END 2013
■■ Syria 6.5 million
■■ Colombia 5.7 million
■■ Nigeria 3.3 million
■■ Democratic Republic of Congo 2.9 million
■■ Sudan 2.4 million

Italy concluded its search and rescue (SAR)
operation Mare Nostrum at the end of 2014, but
maintains a limited presence outside its own SAR
region. The EU subsequently put in place the
much smaller operation Triton. However, Triton
only operates close to the Italian coast, and not
in or near Libyan waters, where most migrants
end up in distress. Triton was never meant to
replace Mare Nostrum, but only to contribute to
the ordinary Italian search, rescue and border
control capabilities near Italy. In the meantime,
the number of deaths in the Mediterranean has
gone up from 700 in 2013 to over 3,000 last year,
according to the International Organisation for
Migration. Some experts also believe that for
every dead body discovered, at least two others
are never found.

■■ Iraq 2.1 million
■■ Somalia 1.1 million
Source: Norwegian Refugee Council Internal Displacement
Monitoring Centre Global Overview 2014

– I expect more people to sail across, play this
kind of Russian roulette by trying to drift across
the Mediterranean in 2015, says Egeland. – Europe
combined, doing less than Italy did alone, [is] not a
good signal for this year.
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Globalisation:

THE BIG DISCONNECT
The world is riddled with paradoxes. Economically, it
is more connected than ever, yet disconnected geopolitically. And despite the overall growth in the world
economy, there is a deeper divide in income equality.

– Extreme inequality is not useful for growth and
it can even be bad for growth because it leads to
inequality over time and undermines the working
of our democratic institution, said Piketty.

Rising divide

Bad business

US President Barack Obama called it the defining
challenge of our time. French author Thomas
Piketty has become an economic rock star overnight
with it, and the World Economic Forum (WEF) listed
it as a top future concern. Even the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) has called it the dark shadow
over the global economy: rising income inequality.

It is in fact bad for business. According to
recent research by the OECD, long-term rising
income inequality has curbed economic growth
significantly in recent decades. In its December 2014 report, “Focus on Income Inequality
and Growth,” the OECD found rising income
inequality had knocked 6-7 points off growth in
the US, while countries with greater equality like
Spain, France and Ireland all saw an increase in
GDP per capita.

The theme is nothing new per se. Economist
Simon Kuznets researched the relationship
between income, capital and economic growth in
the 1950s. But it is Piketty’s analysis of wealth and
income data in his best-selling book Capital in
the 21st Century, that has sparked a debate over the
growing divide between the haves and have-nots.
A world in which the wealthiest 1% own 50% of
the total global wealth in aggregate, according to
Oxfam International, and the top 10% in the US
control 70% of the nation’s wealth.
– If two-thirds or 70% of this goes to the top, you
know there is very little for the rest of the population,
said Piketty during his lecture at the U
 niversity of
Oslo last December. – Many people in the US now
agree that this has contributed to the stagnation of
median income and high household debt […] but also
to making the financial system more fragile.
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Moreover, the gap between the rich and the poor is
now at its highest level in 30 years in most OECD
countries. Here the richest 10% of the population
earn nearly 10 times as much as the poorest 10%.
In 1980 by comparison, the richest earned seven
times as much.
The OECD asserts that redistribution through
taxes and benefits would not harm economic
growth, provided policies were well designed. The
organisation believes policies that help to limit or
reverse inequality could not only make societies
less unfair, but also wealthier. Left unchecked,
it could even undermine democracy, says the
International Monetary Fund.

PHOTO: SCANPIX

– One of the leading economic stories of our time
is rising income inequality, and the dark shadow
it casts across the global economy, said Christine
Lagarde, head of IMF, during a speech at the Conference on Inclusive Capitalism in London this
past May.
– Fundamentally, excessive inequality makes
capitalism less inclusive. It hinders people from
participating fully and developing their potential.
Disparity also brings division. The principles
of solidarity and reciprocity that bind societies
together are more likely to erode in excessively
unequal societies. History also teaches us that
democracy begins to fray at the edges once
political battles separate the haves against the
have-nots.

Inclusive growth
The topic is continuing to draw attention into
2015 with the World Economic Forum once
again focusing on income inequality. Last year,
the organisation spotlighted the widening gap
between rich and poor as one of the top global
threats for the decade ahead in its Global Risks
Report 2014. This January, it chose income
inequality and the development agenda as one
of the main themes at
its Annual Convention
in Davos. Part of the
solution will be finding
new economic growth
models that are more
inclusive, such as those
that empower women to
work.

ESPEN BARTH EIDE

PHOTO: WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM/ MORITZ HAGER
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– We still think [income inequality] is a major
concern across the globe, says Espen Barth Eide,
WEF managing director, talking to us from
Geneva. – Some degree of [income inequality]
is necessary for functioning capitalism, but it
undermines the social cohesion in society and
growth itself. In order for societies to adapt to new
times, they will have to “feel that they are all in the
same boat together.”
During a BBC World panel debate in Davos on
income equality, Lagarde suggested channelling
$2 trillion from energy subsidies towards job
creation and education, particularly targeting
women. Winnie Byanyima, Oxfam International
executive director, supplemented with calls to address
the estimated $18 trillion
stashed away in tax havens
around the world, as well
as a more progressive tax
regime and an increase in
the minimum wage to help
lift generations trapped in
poverty.
– This is not about who
CHRISTINE LAGARDE PHOTO: SCANPIX
flew in here [to Davos] on
a private jet and who did
not, Byanyima told the panel. – In the US, a child
born into poverty will become a poor adult. The
American dream is just that, a dream, because of
the level of inequality.
– If I can move the IMF in the direction of looking
at inequality as mainstream and core business, if
the Republican Party in the United States is now
looking at inequality as an issue as was reported
in the New York Times this morning [January
23, 2015], then certainly there is a shift, added
Lagarde.
One of the concerns with income inequality is
technological innovation as both a job enabler and
destroyer. Barth Eide says it can help society, but
it also replaces part of the traditional work force
with automation, eroding the classical c
 orrelation
between high levels of productivity and many
jobs.
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– The traditional concept between high levels
of productivity and many jobs may be gone, he
says. – The traditional assumption was that if
countries had 5% growth, everybody should get
something out of it. But now, it’s not having the
same distributive effect. We observe a general
loss of trust in societies between the governing
and the governed and even [a loss of faith] in the
future. People wonder if their children will be less
prosperous than we are now.
There is also a general lack of trust between
big states, particularly among some of the
permanent members of the UN Security
Council, adds Barth Eide, also a former
Norwegian Minister of Foreign Affairs. The
indirect effect has been a reduced ability to deal
with common issues, such as the Ebola disease
and global warming. He pointed to a speech
by UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon to the
General Assembly last September, highlighting
the paradox that man-made crises still far outweigh natural calamities even a century after the
outbreak of the First World War.
– There is the geopolitical turmoil of 2014, with
the deep crisis over Ukraine with Russia, maritime conflicts in Asia, and the Middle East in
flames with the rise of ISIL, he says. – Concerns
about the geopolitical crisis have replaced issues
like the euro and financial crisis. If we are fighting
each other, there is less political energy for other
matters.

De-globalisation
The fallout has been a trend towards protectionism in which states focus on their own
self-interests, and also an increasing interplay
between geopolitics and economics. The WEF
Global Risk Report 2015 highlighted the intensifying interconnection between the two as states
make greater use of economic tools, from regional
integration and trade treaties to protectionist
policies and cross-border investments, in order to
establish relative geopolitical power.
Currently there are several regional trade blocs in
the making. The Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) is leading efforts to establish the
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Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP). The 16-nation bloc would include China and
India, the world’s two fastest growing economies.
At the same time, large developed economies,
led by the US, are working on establishing megaregional agreements that leave out developing
countries and China: namely the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) among 12 Pacific Rim countries
and the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP) between the EU and US.

WANG YONG PHOTO: SCANPIX

These two deals – the
TPP and TTIP – affect
a substantial part of
world trade in goods and
services (TPP: 26% and
TTIP: 44%) and foreign
direct investment,
according to the WEF
Global Agenda Council
on Trade & Foreign
Direct Investment. But
they also exclude some

160 countries representing over 80% of the world’s
population.
Wang Yong, director for the Centre of Economic
Policy Research at Peking University in China,
believes the mega-regional agreements are partly
a continuation of the regional cooperation trend
that began in the mid 1990s with the US and the
EU as driving nations. However, they are also a
reflection of the lack of agreement on the Doha
negotiations and a possible way for the US to
thwart the emergence of a China-centred East
Asia economic bloc, he said in a recent WEF report
on mega-regional trade agreements.
– The launch of mega-regional FTA [Free Trade
Agreements], especially the TPP and TTIP, has
caused wide concerns, said Wang. – Developing
countries are worried that they will be left outside
the mainstream of the global economy. As some
analysts argue, the global economy may be fragmented and break into two separate blocs. To deal
with the potential trade-diverting effects of TPP
and TTIP, some developing countries have begun
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to build their FTA arrangements. Mega-regionals
could trigger fierce competition among different
trading blocs and damage the reputation and
authority of the multilateral trading.
WTO members recently agreed to set this July
as the new deadline for agreeing on a work
programme for completing the Doha Round of
negotiations. But it has been far from a problemfree process. WTO director general Roberto
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Azevêdo warned this past October that the Bali
impasse between India and China over food grain
subsidies – two months after the deadline on the
Trade Facilitation Agreement had already passed
– was “the most serious situation that the organisation had ever faced” and was “paralyzing” WTO
work. The issue has since been resolved, but there
are still many uncertainties ahead. Meanwhile,
some of the WTO’s largest members will be feverishly pursuing their own mega trade deals.

MEGA-REGIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS
TPP (Trans-Pacific Partnership) comprises Australia, Brunei,
Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, the US and Vietnam. Goods traded among TPP
partners amounted to more than $2 trillion in 2012.
Source: WEF Global Agenda Council on Trade & Foreign Direct
Investment “Mega-regional Trade Agreements: Game Changers
or Costly Distractions for the World Trading System?” (July
2014)
The TTIP (Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership)
between the US and EU could boost the EU economy by €119
billion, the US economy by €95 billion, and the rest of the
world by €100 billion.
Source: Centre for Economic Policy Research, “Reducing
Trans-Atlantic Barriers to Trade & Investment” (March 2013)
The RCEP (Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership)
includes the ten ASEAN member states and its Free Trade
Agreement Partners (Australia, China, India, Japan, the
Republic of Korea and New Zealand).
TISA (Trade in Service Agreement) is a trade agreement currently being negotiated by 23 members of the WTO, including
the EU, which aims to open markets in areas such as financial
services, telecoms and maritime transport. Together, they
account for 70% of world trade in services.
INCOME INEQUALITY
The combined wealth of the richest 1% will overtake that of the
other 99% of people next year unless the current trend of rising
inequality is checked.

– The WTO negotiations are clearly in crisis, says
Barth Eide. – If they are substituted by regional
agreements, then that’s bad. But if they contri
bute to building further [growth], then it’s good.
People engaged in the TPP and TTIP should at
least remember we’re all better off if we do this
together. One question we will be asking is, are
we still on a trend towards more globalisation or a
trend towards de-globalisation?

The richest 1% has seen their share of global wealth increase
from 44% in 2009 to 48% in 2014 and at this rate will be more
than 50% in 2016.
Source: Wealth: Having It All and Wanting More, Oxfam
International (January 2015)
MODEST GLOBAL GROWTH
The World Bank predicts the global economy will expand by 3%
in 2015, 3.3% in 2016, and 3.2% in 2017 following an estimated
growth of 2.6% in 2014.
Developing countries are expected to grow from 4.4% in 2014
to 4.8%, 5.3% and 5.4% in 2015, 2016, and 2017 respectively.
Source: World Bank Global Economic Prospects (January 2015)
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Climate:

SEA CHANGE AHEAD
There is a new climate in the making, both politically
and environmentally. Global warming is driving
nations – including the US and China – to make serious efforts to reach an international climate accord at
COP 21 in Paris this year.

Rise of the NORCs
Climate change is a global challenge. Nowhere
is that more apparent than in the Arctic, which is
warming at roughly twice the global average.
The impact on nature is evident, according to
Laurence Smith, professor in the departments
of Geography and Earth, Planetary, and Space
Sciences at UCLA and specialist on Arctic and climate change research. In 2006, a US hunter shot
what turned out to be the first hybrid polar-grizzly
bear in Banks Island, Canada, hallmarking the
successful migration and breeding of the grizzly
bear northwards. Statistical analysis has shown
on average that plants and animals have been
moving north by 6.1 kilometres per decade.
– That’s the equivalent of your lawn growing
northwards at the rate of 5.5 feet [167 cm] per day,
said Smith in an interview with us in Bodø. – The
Arctic is more impacted than the rest of the planet
as a whole. This is why the world’s attention has
been called to this place. In fact, the Arctic is the
flagship case study for concrete evidence of amplified climate change.

Smith believes climate
change is part of the four
definitive forces shaping the
new Northern future, along
with population growth,
urbanisation, and trade liberalisation. In his book The
World in 2050, Smith predicts
that eight Northern Rim
Countries, or NORCs as he
coins them, will become the
world’s corner for future
LAURENCE SMITH PHOTO: UCLA
prosperity based on a major
push from three other megatrends: rising populations, need for natural resources (especially fossil
fuels), and globalisation.
– The single most important demographic transition shaping the North is the shift from the
countryside to urban areas, says Smith. – In 2008,
a baby was born that marked the first time there
were more people [living] in the cities than in the
countryside.
With urbanisation come the trappings of modernity and a growing demand for natural resources.
The Shanghai “city slicker” will require more
goods and services than the “countryside peasant.” The International Energy Agency (IEA)
forecasts in its World Energy Outlook (WEO) 2014
that global energy demand will be 37% higher in
2040 under its New Policies Scenario. This takes
into account broad policy commitments enacted
as of mid-2014.
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Oil demand is expected to rise from 90 million
barrels per day to 104 million by 2040, while gas
demand grows by more than half, the fastest rate
among the fossil fuels.
Add the fact that a great amount of undiscovered
natural resources are found in the Arctic, and
it becomes clearer why the economic shift is
Northern. According to a US Geological Survey
assessment from 2008, it is estimated that 13%
of the world’s undiscovered oil and 30% of the
undiscovered natural gas resources may be found
in the Arctic, mostly offshore in under 500 metres
of water.

New seas
The Arctic has become increasingly more accessible with the recent climate changes. In 2010,
both the Northwest Passage and Northern Sea
Routes were briefly free of ice for a few days. In the
future, temperatures in the Arctic could rise by
8-10 °C and summer sea ice could totally disappear
by September 2050, according to the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth
A ssessment Report.
As a result, companies have availed themselves of
the new sea routes to Asia in the North as an alternative to the Suez Canal. The number of Northern
Sea Routes transit voyages was 71 in 2013 and 22 i
2014. However, the key economic opportunities
for the maritime industry short term will not
be a shorter route for container traffic between
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Europe and China, but rather from local destination traffic, such as mining, tourism, fisheries and
hydrocarbons.
– This is more profound than 30% shorter shipping routes for a few weeks out of the year, says
Smith. – The future is more about grain cargo
from Hudson Bay coming to Europe, tug boats on
the Mackenzie River [in Canada] serving the oil
and gas industry in the Arctic, increased tourism
in Greenland, and new LNG carriers designed for
spot markets.
As traffic increases, the opening of new Northern
trade routes will prompt the need for new standards. Current international safety regulations do
not account for the harsh cold and dark conditions
in the Arctic. The International Maritime Organisation last November adopted the safety section
of the International Code for Ships Operating
in Polar Waters (the Polar Code), while the
environmental section is expected adopted in May
2015. The Code will be mandatory for new vessels
by 2017 while existing vessels on international
voyages need to implement it by 2018.

Last tango in Paris
Others are also adapting to the new climate reality. Rapid global warming has prompted efforts
towards finally adopting a new international climate pact this year in Paris limiting greenhouse
gas emissions. Part of the groundwork has been
laid with the EU leaders’ agreed 2030 framework

in October 2014. In it, member nations set a binding target to reduce EU domestic greenhouse gas
emissions by at least 40% below the 1990 level by
2030, and set a target of at least 27% for renewable
energy and energy savings.
Perhaps the most promising momentum was
reached this past November when the US
and China – two of the world’s largest economies accounting for 40% of GHG emissions
– announced a milestone pledge to curb their
releases. In a joint announcement in Beijing, the
US laid out plans to reduce emissions by up to
28% below its 2005 level in 2025. China promised
its CO2 emissions would peak by 2030 and that
its non-fossil fuel share
of the energy mix would
increase to 20% by 2030.
– For me, it’s the last
chance in Paris, like the
last tango in Paris, in
2015, said Fatih Birol, IEA
chief economist, during
his presentation of the
WEO 2014 in Oslo last
November.
FATIH BIROL PHOTO: IEA

– I remembered very
well last year [in 2013] when I was here I was asked
about the Paris meeting if I was hopeful, and I said
I was cautiously optimistic. And now I am very
optimistic. The US plus China plus Europe make
about 60% of emissions and all these three regions

show at least for now that they are determined to
have an agreement in Paris.
– In many countries; in Europe, the US, Japan,
some people who were resisting the fight against
climate change were saying ‘A re we alone going
to clean up while developing nations are going to
emit so much emissions?’ Now China being part
of the game addresses that concern, added Birol.
There was less enthusiasm
among some, however, after
the international climate
meetings in Lima this past
December. Nina Jensen,
WWF Norway secretary
general, said the results gave
a “thin basis” for entering
a new, ambitious and fair
climate agreement in Paris.
Among its complaints was
that key issues – like the
NINA JENSEN PHOTO: WWF
pre-2020 emissions gap,
information requirements for country commitments and the elements for a new global climate
deal – were captured weakly in the COP decisions.
– This year [2014] there has been much political
attention on climate change as a global challenge,
which gave reason for optimism, said Jensen. – For
example, the UN’s extraordinary climate summit
in New York in September, when 400,000 people
filled the streets of Manhattan, and the launch of
the Fifth Assessment Report by the UN’s climate
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panel IPCC in November. Unfortunately we have
to say that the climate summit in Lima failed to
avail itself of the opportunity from this political
attention. They are still far away from a good basis
for a plan for emission reductions, adaptation and
financing projects in poor countries.
The IPCC Synthesis Report maintains that not
only is the 2°C scenario of vital importance, but
economically feasible. In order to have a good
chance of staying below 2 °C, and at manageable
cost levels, emissions should drop by 40 to 70%
globally between 2010 and 2050, falling to zero or
below by 2100. The costs of mitigation would only
reduce global economic growth over the 21st Century by about 0.06 percentage points per annum.
Climate change could also pose a major development challenge that could lead to serious security
threats, according to UN Secretary General
Ban Ki-moon. – If people are affected by climate
change, then they will fight for limited resources,
he said at the Copenhagen Energy Security
Dialogues in November. – Then this will be
developed into armed conflict and violence which
will endanger the political and social stability of
countries.
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Pragmatic China
The industry facing the biggest climate change
task will be the energy sector. It currently
accounts for more than a third of greenhouse gas
emissions. The most rapid increase has been via
CO2 emissions, the bulk of which stem from fossil
fuel burning and cement production. If emissions
are allowed to rise by 20%, the IEA predicts global
temperatures could rise 3.6 °C.
China, the largest emitter of greenhouse gases
and biggest coal consumer, will play a central role.
In 2013, global CO2 emissions increased 2.6%.
Approximately 60% of that increase came from
China. The country is forecast to become the largest-oil consuming country and a larger consumer
of gas than the EU by the 2030s.
Part of the country’s lower emissions will come
from an expected slowdown in economic and population growth, but much will stem from energy
efficiency measures and low-carbon alternatives
such as nuclear, hydropower and solar, replacing
its extensive coal use. The IEA predicts China will
see the largest increase in power generation from
renewables, more than the gain in the EU, US and
Japan combined.

#COP20 LIMA
Tweets from UN Climate Change Conference 2014 in Lima, Peru
WORLD BANK
“CO2 emissions carry a cost to public health, economy + climate” – (US California Governor) Jerry Brown (Dec 12)
THE WHITE HOUSE
“We’re leading global efforts to combat global climate change,
including last month’s historic agreement with China” - Obama
(Dec 19)
THE CLIMATE GROUP
“All countries should commit to putting a #PriceOnCarbon” –
@World Bank President Jim Kim (Dec 9)
AL GORE
“The COP 20 in Lima comes at a critical time for the future of
our planet. We must choose a sustainable path forward.” (Dec
11)

– Half of global nuclear capacity in the world is
coming from China, said Birol in an interview with
us in Oslo. – China is the number one country in
renewables additions. The Chinese government
is very determined to decrease the share of coal
and make more efforts towards energy efficiency.
China I believe has proven to be a responsible
international power. China has already had to deal
with this issue because of local pollution problems.
As the Chinese say, you don’t have to look at the
colour of the cat if it catches the mouse. Therefore
what they do with this policy is they both address
the climate change and the local pollution.
Pollution has become an increasing problem in
China with the visible smog problem triggering
protests and fuelling environmental criticism
across social media. According to the Global
Burden of Disease Study’s statistics, there were 1.2
million premature deaths in 2010 from air pollution
in China. Less than one per cent of the 500 largest
Chinese cities managed to meet World Health
Organisation air quality standards and seven are
ranked among the 10 most polluted cities in the
world, according to a 2012 Country Environmental
Analysis of China by the Asian Development Bank.
One big uncertainty in the whole climate debate

is whether China’s expressed enthusiasm for cutting emissions, as well as that in the US, will lead
to a binding international agreement at COP21 in
Paris this year. Another joker is the low oil price,
which threatens the attractiveness of renewable
energy. The effect will depend on the sector and
the region, according to Bloomberg New Energy
Finance (BNEF). In oil-producing nations and
low-income developing countries, for example,
the pressure to switch from diesel and oil-based
power to renewables could be reduced.
On the whole, though, low oil prices may only have
a moderate impact on the low-carbon transition in
the world electricity system, BNEF predicts. More
important than the supply shock, will be the demand
shock driven by China’s economic slowdown and the
US’ reduced dependence on foreign oil.
– The orthodox view of unlimited oil demand
growth simply does not hold in a world of superefficient engines, electric vehicles, desperate air
pollution problems, and action on climate, said
Michael Liebreich, chairman of the advisory
board at BNEF, in a report this past December. –
The story should not be how falling oil prices will
impact the shift to clean energy. It should be how
the shift to clean energy is impacting the oil price.
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2. NORWEGIAN
SHIPPING – STATUS AND
TRENDS 2015
2.1 The Norwegian-controlled
foreign-going fleet is growing
Norway continues to maintain its position as one
of the world’s largest shipping nations, supported
by a strong and exhaustive maritime cluster. The
last ten years have seen the Norwegian foreigngoing fleet grow by more than 150 ships. A common trait for this development is the replacement
of larger and less sophisticated ships by smaller,
highly advanced vessels. The development of
these ships is a knowledge-intensive and technologically advanced process, as the ships are built
to perform complex operations both on and under
the sea, and not primarily for maximum cargo
capacity. This means that the value of the Norwegian fleet has increased dramatically over the past
years.

ABOUT THE STATISTICS:
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association maintains statistics on the Norwegian-controlled foreign-going fleet. The
parameters are as follows:
■■ Ships registered in the Norwegian Ordinary Ship Register (NOR) and engaged in foreign trade.
■■ All ships registered in the Norwegian International Ship
Register (NIS).
■■ Ships sailing under a foreign flag and in foreign trade,
and owned by Norwegian-controlled shipping companies, defined as having at least 50 % Norwegian
ownership.
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association uses a more
limited definition of Norwegian-controlled ownership compared with other academic groups.

Figure 1: Development in the Norwegian-controlled 
foreign-going fleet 2005-2015
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The Norwegian-controlled offshore fleet is the
most modern and second-largest in the world.
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Figure 3: Norwegian-controlled foreign-going fleet
composition as of 1 January 2015 by gross tonnes
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Going into 2015 there were 522 ships registered
in the Norwegian International Ship Register
(NIS), down from 692 in 2005. This represents a
fall of nearly 170 ships, or roughly 25 per cent over
the ten-year period. Since 2010 there has been a
dramatic decrease, with more than 60 ships, or

700

he

The times continue to change for Norway as a
flag state. A decade ago nearly 57 per cent of the
Norwegian-controlled fleet was sailing under
either the NOR or NIS regimes. At the beginning
of 2015, this had been reduced to 42 per cent. The
percentage is somewhat higher measured in
DWT, at 46 per cent. Norwegian international
companies have 200 offshore service vessels registered in NOR.

Figure 2: Norwegian-controlled foreign-going fleet
composition as of January 1 2015 by number of ships

Ot

A look at the composition of the fleet shows
that offshore service vessels make up the largest segment by number of ships. This is also the
only segment with a significant number of ships
registered in the Norwegian Ordinary Ship Register (NOR). The offshore fleet alone has grown
by 80 per cent over the last ten years, measured
in number of vessels. This makes it the second
largest worldwide, after the USA. It is also the
most modern offshore fleet in the world. No other
segment has experienced the same growth, even
though the Norwegian fleet of car carriers, LNG,
chemical, and shuttle tankers is larger today than
ten years ago. Segments such as bulk carriers,
passenger ships/ferries, and LPG tankers have
all been reduced, with fewer ships today than 10
years ago.

SOURCE: NORWEGIAN SHIPOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION
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Figure 4: Norwegian-controlled foreign-going fleet by flag
and shiptypes January 1 2015
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Figure 5: Development in the Norwegian-controlled foreigngoing fleet by flag 2005-2015
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Foreign ﬂags

11 per cent, leaving the registry. The number of
foreign-going ships in the Norwegian Ordinary
Ship Registry (NOR) has remained stable for
the same period. If Norway is to maintain and
strengthen its influence in the international maritime community, the competitiveness of the NIS
registry will have to be significantly improved.
For NIS to become an attractive registry, it must
be commercially competitive compared to other
international registries, and be able to guarantee
stable and predictable terms and conditions. Our
proposals for strengthening the registry are laid
out in Chapter Four, on maritime competitiveness. The number of ships in the Norwegian fleet
sailing under foreign flags has grown from 697 in
2005, to 1036 in 2015, an increase of nearly 50 per
cent. Growth in this segment reflects the number
of newbuilding deliveries, as well as trade in used
tonnage, but is also influenced by ships flagging
out of the Norwegian registries.
Norwegian international shipping companies
in general take a commercial approach to their
choice of register. The flag states of the Bahamas,
Singapore and Malta are ranked as three of the
most attractive. Choice of flag is largely determined based on the register’s level of quality and
service, availability, price, and not least individual
requirements and practices.

Figure 6: Norwegian-controlled foreign-going fleet
Largest foreign flags January 1 2015
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The average ship age in the Norwegian international fleet has fallen by three years since 2005 to
an average of 11 years. This development reflects
a broad renewal of the Norwegian fleet during
this period. In particular, the average age of ships
in NOR has dropped, as shipowners have taken
delivery of a large number of technologically
advanced offshore service vessels. The average
age of ships in NIS has also dropped due to investments in new ships. Larger and older tonnage has
also been flagged out, affecting the average age of
the Norwegian-flagged fleet.
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Figure 7: Development in average age of vessels in the Norwegian-controlled foreign-going fleet 2005-2015
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Figure 8: Development in number of Norwegian-controlled
mobile offshore units 2008-2015
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The Norwegian-controlled mobile offshore unit
fleet has been stable at around 60 units for the
past years. This is due to a steadily high level of
activity in several key offshore markets. However,
the current market situation for mobile offshore
units, particularly in the North Sea and on the
NCS, is far more challenging than in recent
years. When entering 2015 the number of mobile
offshore units is down to 50 units. 90 per cent of
Norwegian-controlled mobile offshore units are
involved in drilling activities, while the remaining 10 per cent serve the lodging market (flotels
and accommodation mobile offshore units). 11 of
the mobile offshore units are registered under the
Norwegian flag, around 20 percent.
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Figure 9: Number of Norwegian-controlled mobile offshore units
by type january 1 2015
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The short-term outlook shows a downward trend
in investments on the NCS. This decline follows
a period of historically high investment levels.
The slow-down is due, among other factors, to a
considerable restriction on cash flow in the oil
companies. Combined with a dramatic fall in oil
prices, this has put tremendous pressure on oil
companies. For the first time in history, in 2014
mobile offshore units were being suspended and
taken off contract during the contract period.
The NCS is the biggest single market for Norwegian-controlled mobile offshore units. 40 per
cent of the mobile offshore units operate in the
Norwegian Sector of the North Sea, while 20 per
cent operate in the British Sector.
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Figure 10: Number of Norwegian-controlled mobile offshore
units by area of operation january 1 2015
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Figure 11: Development in Norwegian-controlled orderbook - number of ships and value 2005-2015.
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2.3 Norwegian order book worth
NOK 93 billion
Norwegian international shipowners had a
total of 176 ships on order as of 1 January 2015.
Compared to the previous year these numbers
show an increase of more than 20 per cent. 2008
remains a record year, with Norwegian owners

having 378 ships on order. Since 2008 the number
of newbuildings has declined by more than 50 per
cent. Of 176 ships on order, 119 of them are not offshore service vessels. Among these are specialty
ships designed to carry gas, chemicals, oil, cars,
or various other cargos. The order books have a
combined value of NOK 93 billion as of 1 January
2015, or USD 12.4 billion. A stronger dollar also

PHOTO: VARD

Figure 12: Norwegian-controlled orderbook - by year of
delivery as of january 1 2015. The foreign-going fleet

contributes to the high value when measured in
NOK. About half the ships on order will be delivered in 2015, with around 35 per cent scheduled for
delivery in 2016.
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Figure 13: Norwegian-controlled orderbook - by country of
built january 1 2015. The foreign-going fleet
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Offshore service shipping companies are
responsible for around 80 per cent of all activity
at Norwegian shipyards. Offshore service vessels
represent 30 per cent of the Norwegian order
book. Of these, nearly half will be built in Norway. The maritime cluster in the Møre region is
globally recognised for its expertise in advanced
offshore vessels, and many of these ships will
be built at the yards there. By placing orders at
home, N
 orwegian shipowners contribute to value
creation in numerous coastal communities where
shipyards and equipment suppliers are the backbone of local economies. In Ulstein, for example,
eight out of ten jobs relate to the maritime industry. Orders to Norwegian yards have nonetheless
stagnated, and Norwegian international shipowners did not place many orders in Norway in
second half of 2014 and first quarter of 2015.
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Figure 14: Norwegian-controlled orderbook at Norwegian
yards as of january 1 2015. The foreign-going fleet
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The two most important shipbuilding countries
for Norwegian international shipowners are
China (32 per cent) and South Korea (24 per cent).
Approximately 15 per cent of current orders have
been placed with Norwegian yards, seen in number of ships. Long-term trends show a decline in
orders to Norwegian yards.
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Of the 176 vessels in the orderbook,
half of them will be delivered in the current year.
Around 40 percent will be delivered in 2016
and 10 percent in 2017.

Figure 15: Norwegian-controlled orderbook in Norway - number of ships by yard as of january 1 2015.
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Figure 16: Norwegian-controlled orderbook by type - number of ships as of january 1 2015.
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PHOTO: NORWEGIAN SHIPOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION

Norwegian mobile offshore unit companies
held a total of 12 orders heading into 2015,
representing a value of NOK 53 billion,
or USD 7 billion.

2.4 Mobile offshore unit orders also
decline
Norwegian mobile offshore unit companies held
a total of 12 orders heading into 2015, representing
a value of NOK 53 billion, or USD 7 billion. This
is a decline of five mobile offshore units from the
previous year. The drop is due in part to deliveries

of newbuildings, but also cancellation of existing
contracts. Of the 12 mobile offshore units on order,
eight are scheduled for delivery in 2015, two in
2016 and two in 2017.
All the mobile offshore units are being constructed in Asia, with close to 75 per cent in South
Korea.
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Figure 17: Development Norwegian-controlled orderbook - mobile offshore units in number and USD bill. 2005-2015

Figure 18: The order book – by mobile offshore unit type as of 1 January 2015
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2.5 Market value of the Norwegian
international fleet increases
Carrying capacity based on deadweight or gross
tonnage has long been the customary yardstick
when measuring a shipping nation’s position in
the industry. By this measure, Norway held third
place for many years, behind Japan and Greece.
But there are many reasons why carrying capacity alone cannot provide a representative picture
of the shipping industry’s international position
and value creation. The most significant of these
is that the size of a ship’s cargo hold conveys only
limited information on its composition and value.
The Norwegian fleet counts an increasing number

of advanced and high-value vessels that are not
necessarily designed to maximise carrying capacity, but rather to perform complex operations.
The business analysis firm Menon Business Economics (Menon) has been commissioned by the
Norwegian Shipowner’s Association to perform
an annual evaluation of the global fleet based on
newbuild costs in the various vessel segments,
adjusted for fleet age and size. The value of the
global fleet has increased from USD 443 billion in
2000/2001 to USD 1524 billion in 2013/2014. This
calculates to an annual increase of 10 per cent. The
Norwegian fleet was valued at USD 87 billion in
2013/2014, and showed annual growth of close to

Figure 19: Development in the Norwegian shares of the world’s merchant fleet by different key indicators
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Figure 20: Top 10 merchant fleets of the world by market value in USD bill. by segments as of 2014
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eight per cent since 2000/2001. Measured in value,
the Norwegian fleet has tripled over the last ten
years. The Norwegian fleet makes up nearly six
per cent of the global fleet, measured by value.

while the ro-ro-, bulk and gas segments have had
moderate growth from 2000/2001 to 2013/2014.
Crude oil and other dry bulk carriers experienced
negative development in the same period.

By value, the Norwegian fleet ranks at number six
among shipowning nations. Japan, Greece, Germany, China and the USA come in ahead of Norway,
with the UK, Singapore, South Korea and Denmark
following in the next four spots. The offshore service
segment represents the highest market value in
the Norwegian fleet. It is also the segment that has
enjoyed the strongest growth, averaging a 21 per
cent annual growth rate. The petroleum product and
chemical tanker fleet has also seen good growth,

The Norwegian fleet is advanced and diverse. Fleet
make-up has changed steadily over the past years,
dramatically affecting market value. The segment
experiencing strongest growth is offshore service.
This growth has contributed to trebling fleet value.
If conventional shipping is removed from the calculations (crude oil tankers, dry bulk carriers and
containerships), Norway tops the global list in fleet
value, followed closely by the USA. On the following places are Japan and Greece.

Figure 21: Norwegian fleet measured in tonnage and value
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Figure 22: Development in the Norwegian market value by segments in USD bill.
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3. MARITIME OUTLOOK
2015

3.1 Strong growth in maritime value
creation
The maritime industry in Norway is a global,
knowledge-based industry consisting of regional
clusters and individual companies that together
comprise an almost complete national maritime
cluster.

A complete maritime cluster
Norway is one of only a few countries with a
virtually complete maritime cluster, made up
of leading international shipping companies,
shipyards, equipment manufacturers, classification societies, ship designers, brokers, banks and
insurance companies. Knowledge and technological advances has been essential to making the
Norwegian maritime industry a leader, not only
on the sea, but also in and under the sea. The value
of the maritime cluster has been documented
in several research projects, amongst others the
project that produced the book A Knowledge Based
Norway, written by Torger Reve og Amir Sasson,
Handelshøyskolen BI, 2012.

ABOUT THE SURVEY:
The Maritime Outlook 2015 is based on a survey of members
of the Norwegian Shipowners’ Association, statistics from
our own databases and value creation analyses from Menon
Business Economics. In the survey, our members, Norwegian
international shipping companies, were asked to provide key
figures on turnover and operating results, employment, market
developments and new markets, access to capital, and global
driving forces for their activities. The survey was carried out
between 8 January and 16 February 2015. 101 shipowners
responded to the survey and contributed data for the figures
presented in this year’s report. A more detailed description
about the method and data is found in the end of the report.
The Maritime Outlook report was first released in 2013.
FOUR SHIPPING COMPANY GROUPS ARE INCLUDED IN
THE 2015 MARITIME OUTLOOK REPORT:
■■ Deep sea shipping – tankers, dry bulk, LNG, chemicals,
containers, cargo and car carriers in international trade
■■ Short sea shipping – essentially the same segments as for
deep sea, except carrying regional freight trade in Europe,
as well as passenger ships on international routes
■■ Offshore service – supply vessels, anchor handling
vessels, construction support vessels, seismic and
other offshore-related specialised vessels, and subsea
contractors
■■ Offshore contractors – rigs, drill ships and floating production, storage and offloading (FPSO) vessels
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Figure 23: Shipowners’ value creation by segment, and growth in value creation 2004-2013 (NOK bn.)
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Figure 24: Value creation in the maritime industry 2004-2013 by shipowners and other maritime
industry, NOK bn.
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Figure 25: Employment in the maritime industry 2004-2014 by shipowners and other maritime
industry
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Maritime value creation in 2013 came to nearly
NOK 175 billion, an increase of 11 per cent from
2012 and a new all-time high for maritime value
creation in Norway.

The maritime cluster is increasingly more
knowledge-based. A key driver behind this development are the impressive advances in oil and gas
technologies achieved by maritime companies.
Shipowners, equipment suppliers, shipyards
and service providers have all played key roles
in developing world-leading specialised vessels,
positioning systems, deep-water operations,
and control systems. Norwegian shipping has
also become deeply integrated in complex international logistical systems involving advanced
information management, surveillance systems,
and communications technology. Adding to this
are increasingly stringent safety and environmental requirements, stimulating continuous
innovation in ship design, propulsion systems and
emission abatement systems.

More than NOK 100 billion in value creation by
shipowners
Maritime value creation in 2013 came to nearly
NOK 175 billion, an increase of 11 per cent from
2012and a new all-time high for maritime value
creation in Norway. The industry’s share of total
value creation in Norway, not counting oil and gas
activities, was 11 per cent.

Norwegian shipowners accounted for NOK 102
billion of this value creation, showing a positiv
development in 2013, up from approximately
NOK 90 billion in 2012. The increase can largely
be attributed to offshore service shipowners and
offshore contractors. 2013 also marked the first
year where shipowners created value of more than
NOK 100 billion.
2013 turnover divided by maritime segments:
■■ Shipowners NOK 265.5 billion, including
Norwegian owners in both foreign and
domestic traffic
■■ Maritime services NOK 97.3 billion
■■ Maritime equipment NOK 99.9 billion
■■ Shipyards NOK 37.4 billion
The Norwegian maritime cluster employed more
than 110,000 people in 2014. This is an increase in
employment of 34 per cent since 2004. In the same
period, the number of employees in shipping companies grew by 20 per cent. 48,000 people now work
in shipping companies, either at sea or on land.
These figures include only employees in Norway.
Employees in Norwegian-controlled companies
working outside the country are not included.
Norwegian shipowners operate in highly competitive international markets where access to qualified personnel on competitive terms is essential.
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Norway’s second largest exporter

exports. In 2014 this export was valued to NOK 76
billion, the equivalent of 12 per cent of all Norwegian goods and services exported, excluding oil
and gas. This illustrates the important contribution of international shipping to the Norwegian
economy.

The Norwegian maritime industry commands
a strong position internationally. The industry
exported goods and services for NOK 233 billion
in 2013. This comprises 38 per cent of all Norwegian export, excluding petroleum products, and
shows that the maritime industry has enforced its
position as Norway’s second largest exporter after
oil and gas.

Norway is a small and transparent economy, and
compared with many countries we have a high
degree of both import and export As we look
towards the future, shipping has a long-term
growth potential, whether it be in transport
between continents or within Europe, or in
offshore-related activities.

Over 60 per cent of maritime exports originate
from shipowning activities. The deep sea segment
generate the largest share of export income and
is responsible for more than half of all maritime
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2013

Percentage of Norwegian exports

Figure 26: Export income from the maritime industry and the industry’s share of
Norwegian exports 2007-2013, excluding petroleum products
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3.2 High levels of competence in the
maritime industry mean high
productivity and high wages

Figure 27: Value creation and wage costs per employee –
maritime industry compared to other Norwegian industry in
2013 in NOK thousand
1800

One of the reasons behind the world-leading position of the Norwegian maritime industry, is that
the sector has consistently shown a high degree
of growth in productivity. The industry produces
steadily more, and more efficiently, per employee.
The productivity of the workforce combined with
the high competence level in the sector leads to
higher levels of profitability but also higher wages.
The average Norwegian maritime wage is almost
70 per cent higher than the average salary in Norwegian companies.
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Average wage costs per employee in the maritime
industry, including employer’s contributions, pension and social benefits, came to NOK 890,000 in
2013. The average for other Norwegian industries
was NOK 540,000.

Significant revenue to society from taxes and
fees in the maritime industry
The high level of productivity and high wage level
in the Norwegian maritime industry benefits not
only employees and owners, but also society as a
whole, through tax and fee revenue. An average
maritime employee pays nearly 80 per cent more
in taxes than an average Norwegian employee
in other industry. The Norwegian government’s
revenues from taxes and fees is more than NOK
18 billion higher than if maritime wages were at

the national average, calculated after the NOK
1.7 billion in support for the net wage scheme for
seafarers is subtracted.
Wage costs in the maritime industry were NOK
100 billion in 2013, while wage costs for the whole
of Norwegian industry were NOK 915 billion.
In other words, maritime industry accounts for
around 11 per cent of wage costs in Norwegian
industry. Similarly, maritime value creation
makes up 11 of the Norwegian industry total, when
the petroleum industry is excluded.
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3.3 Shipowners anticipate slower
growth in turnover
Total turnover for Norwegian shipowners is
expected to rise by 2.3 per cent in 2015
Norwegian international shipping had a total
turnover of NOK 248 billion in 2013, an increase
of 19 per cent from 2012. Estimates based partly
on statistics from this year’s Outlook Report show
that shipping companies increased their turnover
by 5.5 per cent in 2014, to NOK 202 billion. Shipowners’ expectations one year ago, presented in
the 2014 Outlook Report, were for an increase of 6
per cent, very close to the actual figure.
Since 2013 there has been a negative development
in annual turnover for Norwegian shipping
companies. Shipowners are far less optimistic
this year than last, anticipating only a 2.3 per cent
growth in 2015, amounting to NOK 268 billion.
Offshore service shipowners make up the largest
segment at around NOK 100 billion in turnover for
2014. Up until 2012, deep sea shipowners were the
largest segment by turnover.

Anticipated growth in turnover for all segments
except offshore service
For 2015, all segments expect turnover to increase,
with the exception of offshore service, where a
4.2 per cent downturn is anticipated. This would
mark the first year with a decrease in this segment since 2002. The growth in turnover for the
offshore service shipowners in 2014 was at 9.9 per
cent, slightly higher than anticipated in the 2014
Outlook report.
Deep sea shipowners are not back to their high
point of 2008, but there has been stable growth in
turnover every year since the financial crisis. The
growth in turnover for the deep sea shipowners
was at 3.2 per cent in 2014, somewhat lower than
expected in the 2014 Outlook Report. For 2015,
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growth of 5.1 per cent is anticipated. However,
there is significant variation within deep sea
segment depending on the type markets within
which they operate.
Short sea shipowners have shown weak but stable
annual growth, and anticipate growth of 2.5 per
cent for 2015. This would give the short sea shipowners a total turnover of around NOK 20 billion.
Their growth in turnover in 2014 was more than
5.5 per cent, slightly higher than anticipated in the
2014 Outlook Report.
Offshore contractors anticipate a 9.1 per cent
growth in turnover for 2015. The figure seems high
given that investments on the Norwegian continental shelf (NCS) are expected to drop by around
10 per cent in 2015. 2014 saw a growth of 2.2 per
cent for offshore contractors, slightly higher than
anticipated in the 2014 Outlook Report.
Due to a substantial order backlog, the tough
offshore market conditions will not immediately
hit the revenue of offshore contractors operating
on the NCS. Based on current contracts by March
2015 the number of contracted jackups will go
up from 11 units in 2014 to 13 units in 2015. The
number of contracted floaters will on the other
hand decrease from 24 to 22 units. Many of the rig
contracts are ended at levels that will contribute
to increased revenue for the offshore contractors.
There is also an expectation in the market that
some new contracts will be signed in 2015.
This situation is unlikely to prevail. The outlook
for both the Norwegian and global rig market is
bleak, and situation will get worse as we move
towards 2016. The supply is greatly outstripping
demand, a situation that is aggravated with the
delivery of several new AoC-units to the Norwegian continental shelf. As a consequence, day rates
for rigs are expected to decrease further. This
situation will intensify in 2016, when a larger proportion of the fleet will go off contract compared
to 2015.

Figure 28: Total turnover for Norwegian shipping companies in the period 2004-2015,
including estimates for 2014 and prognosis for 2015
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Figure 29: Percentage change in Norwegian shipping companies’ turnover from the previous
year, in the period 2005-2015, including 2014 estimates and prognosis for 2015
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Table 1: Growth in turnover 2013, 2014 and 2015, by segment
Growth 2013

Estimated 2014

Anticipated 2015

Short sea shipping

0.8 %

5.5 %

2.5 %

Deep sea shipping

3.2 %

3.0 %

5.1 %

Offshore service

13.7 %

9.9 %

-4.2 %

Offshore contractors

19.9 %

2.2 %

9.1 %

Total

19.0 %

5.5 %

2.3 %

SOURCES: NORWEGIAN SHIPOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION/MENON
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Shipowners anticipate a downturn of 1 per cent
in petroleum-related revenues, while 10 per cent
growth is expected in other markets.

Expectations for reduced shipowner income
from petroleum-related industry in 2015
Petroleum-related turnover amounted to NOK
185 billion in 2014, equalling 71 per cent of total
income for shipowners. This included income
from both domestic and international activities.

Figure 30: Norwegian shipowners’ income from p
 etroleumrelated income by segment in the period 2013-2015
200

In 2014, shipowners’ revenues from petroleumrelated activities grew by more than 6 per cent,
while other activities showed growth of 3 per cent.
Shipowners anticipate a reversal in the growth
trend for petroleum-related activities in 2015 compared to other segments. The shipowners anticipate a downturn of 1 per cent in petroleum-related
revenues, while 10 per cent growth is expected in
other markets.

Figure 31: Anticipated growth in turnover for Norwegian
shipowners by petroleum-related and other activities.
Estimated 2013-2014, anticipated 2014-2015
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PETROLEUM-RELATED TURNOVER IS CALCULATED USING THE FOLLOWING METHOD:
Petroleum-related turnover is determined for each individual company in the survey and aggregated up. The companies have
reported what percentage of their turnover in 2014 is generated by petroleum-related activity, i.e. deliveries to oil and gas
companies and the offshore supplier industry. We have assumed that the percentage is consistent for 2013-2015 and multiplied
turnover for these three years by the reported percentage for petroleum-related turnover.
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For 2015, shipowners expect foreign income to rise
by 4 per cent, to NOK 162 billion.

Revenue from overseas activities is expected to
rise by 4 per cent in 2015
Norwegian shipowners’ revenue from overseas
markets for 2014 totalled NOK 155 billion. This is
the equivalent of 59 per cent of total shipowner
revenue and represents growth of just over 5 per
cent from 2013. This was lower than the anticipated level of 9 per cent in the 2014 Outlook
report. For 2015, shipowners expect foreign
income to rise by 4 per cent, to NOK 162 billion.

Figure 32: Norwegian shipowners’ revenue from markets
outside Norway in NOK bn. In the period 2013-2015, including
estimated 2014 and anticipated 2015

Positive expectations for foreign markets in 2015
International markets account for 94 per cent of
turnover in deep sea shipping companies, making
this the segment with the highest percentage of
turnover outside Norway and the NCS. Deep sea
shipping makes up about half of the total shipowners’ turnover from international operations.
Deep sea shipowners predict growth of 10 per cent
in foreign income in 2015, equivalent to NOK 85
billion.

Figure 33: Norwegian shipowners’ prognosis for revenue in
2015, by Norwegian and foreign markets
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REVENUE FROM MARKETS OUTSIDE NORWAY ARE CALCULATED USING THE FOLLOWING METHOD:
Revenue from overseas markets is calculated for each individual company in the survey and aggregated up. Companies have
reported the percentage of 2014 revenue stemming from overseas activities, and reported revenue figures. Using this method,
revenue from the Norwegian market and the NCS can also be calculated.
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Compared to results from the 2014 Outlook
report, shipowners are more pessimistic regarding
profitability in 2015.

By comparison, they saw a drop in foreign revenue
in 2013, rebounding with 2 per cent growth in
2014.
After several years of strong growth, offshore
service shipowners reported negative expectations for 2015. This applies to both the NCS and
international markets. Approximately 40 per cent
of revenues for offshore service shipping companies come from activities on the NCS, where the
companies experienced 11 per cent growth in 2014.
For 2015, this group expects a significant reversal,
predicting a 7 per cent drop in turnover from the
NCS.
Norwegian offshore service shipowners have
extensive activities abroad, with close to 60 per
cent of their turnover coming from markets outside the NCS. Revenue from foreign markets grew
by 14 per cent in 2013 and 9 per cent in 2014. By
contrast, expectations for 2015 are for a 2 per cent
decrease in revenue from foreign markets 2015.
Offshore contractors experienced strong growth
in revenue from foreign markets in 2013 and
2014. For 2015, this group expects to see a growth
of 6 per cent in revenue from foreign markets.
Offshore contractors generate about 80 per cent

of their revenues on the NCS, were they anticipate
growth of 10 per cent in 2015.
Short sea shipowners gain one-third of their revenue in the European market (excluding Norway),
where in the European market they saw a 3 per
cent gain in 2014. For 2015 they are considerably
more cautious in their prognosis, foreseeing
growth of only 1 per cent from international activities. In the Norwegian market, which accounts
for the remaining two-thirds of short sea revenue,
they expect an increase of 3 per cent in 2015.
In total, growth in the Norwegian market was
higher in 2013 and 2014 than in international
markets, but 2015 is expected to bring a slight
downturn at home – primarily as a result of the
slowdown on the NCS.

Shipowners have less optimistic expectations
for profitability
Compared with 2014, shipowners have lowered
their profitability expectations for 2015. To illustrate, 35 per cent anticipate a stronger bottom line
in 2015 compared with 72 per cent in 2014, while 42
per cent of shipowners expect a drop in profitability in 2015, compared with 8 per cent last year.

■■ 42 per cent expect weaker results (8 per cent in 2014)

■■ 23 per cent expect no change in results (20 per cent in 2014)
■■ 35 per cent expect improved results (72 per cent in 2014)
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PHOTO: BHN / NORGES REDERIFORBUND

All four shipping segments express lower overall
expectations for operating results in 2015 than
they did in 2014. 42 per cent of short sea shipowners anticipate improved results in 2015, compared
with 80 per cent in 2014. Optimism is highest
among deep sea shipowners, with 60 per cent
looking for improved results in 2015. Offshore
service shipowners are the most negative by far.
In this segment, three out of four shipowners
anticipate weaker results in 2015. In 2014, 83 per
cent believed they would strengthen their bottom
line, while the number for 2015 is just 13 per cent.
Half of offshore contractors expect weakened
profitability in 2015.
Operating margin (EBIT) for the shipowners
was around 10 per cent in 2013. Both short sea
and deep sea shipowners showed mostly positive

Percentage of Norwegian shipowners

Figure 34: Expectations for operating results in 2015
compared to 2014

Offshore service shipowners have had operating
margins at 15 and 14 per cent respectively for 2012
and 2013. Offshore contractors margins have been
stable at 10-13 per cent over the past six years.

Figure 35: Expectations for operating results in 2015
compared to 2014 by segment
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development in operating margins from 2011 to
2013. Deep sea shipowners experienced strong
margins on good income from 2000 to 2007,
but they have struggled with losses since the
international financial crisis of 2008/2009. Deep
sea shipowners achieved an 8 per cent operating
margin in 2013, the highest since 2007. Short sea
shipowners have historically delivered the lowest operating margins of the four segments, but
improved their margins from 3 to 5 per cent from
2012 to 2013.
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Much worse
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Oﬀshore
service
Better
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Figure 36: Shipowners’ assessment of access to relevant competence in 2015 compared to 2014
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3.4 Norwegian shipowners’ view of
the labour market
Access to relevant maritime competence on the
labour market is perceived as good
Norwegian shipowners anticipate greater availability of skilled workers throughout 2015 compared to previous years. There appears to be better
access to all types of personnel compared to 2014,
with the most noticeable difference in Norwegian
technical personnel, Norwegian land-based personnel, and Norwegian officers.

Availability of competent staff is perceived as very
good among land-based employees, ordinary
seafarers and trainee positions. This includes both
Norwegian and non-Norwegian employees. Across
all shipowning segments, there are no shortages of
personnel, irrespective of category, to report on.
Petroleum-related shipowners view the labour
market as less constrictive than non-petroleum
shipowners. This development must be seen in
context with the expectation of lower activity
offshore.
DEFINITION:
Petroleum-related shipowners are companies reporting
more than half their turnover as related to oil and gas companies or to the offshore supply industry.

The Outlook survey shows that one of four
shipowners plan to reduce their number of
Norwegian seafarers in 2015.
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Figure 37: Percentage of Norwegian shipowners planning to reduce or increase staff in 2015
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The most international shipowners view
employment as tighter
The most internationally exposed shipowners are
those with more than 50 per cent of income from
outside Norway and the NCS. They experience
a tighter labour market than other shipowners.
Access to competent staff is nonetheless seen as
relatively good. Only Norwegian technical personnel and Norwegian officers are seen as difficult
to find.

DEFINITION:
International shipowners are those companies reporting
more than 50 per cent of turnover from non-Norwegian
customers outside of Norway and the NCS.

More shipowners plan to reduce staff
Norwegian shipowners’ plans for recruiting in
2015 are at a substantially lower level than in 2014.
Any recruiting that is planned will primarily
relate to non-Norwegian personnel, in particular
seafarers. More than 30 per cent of shipowners
plan to increase the number of foreign seafarers
in 2015. This applies to both foreign officers and
ordinary seafarers.
The Outlook survey shows that one of four shipowners plan to reduce their number of Norwegian
seafarers in 2015. This applies to both officers and
ordinary seafarers. Fifteen per cent report that
they plan to cut Norwegian training positions.
Only small differences separate the four shipping
segments, but the overall picture indicates that
cuts will primarily affect Norwegian seafarers,
while recruiting will target primarily foreign
seafarers. This is a marked change from shipowners’ expectations for employment in 2014, with
far fewer planning to recruit in 2015, and far more
planning to reduce staff.
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3.5 A challenging market for
petroleum-related shipowners
The market is tightening in many shipping segments, and offshore service shipowners are feeling the squeeze more than others. In the 2013 Outlook report, offshore service and offshore contractors were the most optimistic. Heading into 2014,
the general opinion of shipowners involved in the
petroleum market had changed considerably.
The fall in oil prices since the summer of 2014 has
been nothing short of dramatic. Exploration and
production are largely driven by the price of oil,
and the current drop has triggered talk of a 10-15
per cent cut in activities in 2015. Cuts in exploration and production are expected to continue
into 2016, barring a significant rise in oil and gas
prices. Activity and investment are not expected
to pick up on the NCS until 2018.

As demand falls and supply remains stable, drastic decreases in the demand for subsea vessels,
mobile offshore units and offshore service vessels
can be expected. The situation will be demanding in 2015, with expectations for a worsening
scenario in 2016. This will lead to pressure on the
rates, and for many vessel types it could mean
rates at a level around the cost of operation. If the
rates are under the level of operating costs, this
could mean that many vessels will be put in storage in 2015 and 2016.

Ships and mobile offshore units in storage
Heading into 2015, NSA members had 20 ships
and six mobile offshore units in storage.
NSA members expect the situation to worsen
during 2015, with an anticipated 42 vessels in storage, of which 29 will likely be ships, and 13 mobile
offshore units.
Short sea shipowners anticipate a moderate
improvement in their storage situation during
2015, while deep sea shipowners foresee no immediate change.

Figure 38: Ships and rigs in storage as of January 2015 and prognosis for December 2015
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Figure 39: Total costs on the NCS in the period 2009-2013, prognosis 2014-2019
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Figure 40: North Sea AHTS spot market – annual average rates in British pounds (GBP) in the
period 2006-2015
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Figure 41: North Sea PSV spot market – annual average rates in British pounds (GBP) in the
period 2006-2015
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Compared to results from the 2014 Outlook report,
shipowners are more pessimistic regarding the
financing market in 2015.

3.6 Shipowners expect a tighter
capital market

Shipowners are pessimistic regarding access to
capital

Shipping is one of the most capital-intensive
and cyclical industries in Norway, with a higher
degree of international exposure than most. The
industry is subject to long time lags for example
from when an investment decision is taken until
the financing is available. This makes access to
long-term financing essential. It is no coincidence
that Norway is home to two of the world’s leading
shipping banks, DNB and Nordea. Oslo Børs (The
Oslo Stock Exchange) is also the world’s nextlargest shipping exchange.

Compared to results from the 2014 Outlook
report, shipowners are more pessimistic regarding the financing market in 2015. In 2014, around
half believed that access to capital was good or
very good, while today only one of four reports the
same.
Three of 10 respondents in the survey, about the
same as last year, say that access to capital is tight
or very tight, while 50 per cent of shipowners
experience their access to financing as neutral.
Only 3 per cent of those reporting that access to
capital was important for them say they have very
good access to financing for new projects.

Figure 42: Shipowner assessment of capital availability
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Figure 43: Shipowners’ evaluation of capital access,
1st quarter 2015. By segment, 2014 compared with 2015
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Short sea shipowners view the capital situation
as most challenging
All segments experience the capital market as
tighter than last year. Short sea shipowners felt
the market was challenging in 2014, and even
more so in 2015. Deep sea shipowners felt that
capital access was good in 2014, and judge it as
relatively good, if somewhat tighter, in 2015. Offshore service shipowners see the capital market
as slightly more difficult than last year. Offshore
contractors experienced very good access to capital in 2014, while today access is deemed neutral.

FOTO: SEA-CARGO
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Figure 44: Shipowners’ expectations for changes in capital
access in 2015 compared to 2014
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50 per cent of shipowners expect a tighter
capital market in 2015
Shipowners expect more difficult access to capital
in 2015. This opinion prevails in all segments.
Nearly half of shipowners expect capital access to
worsen, while only one of ten believe the opposite
for the current year. This shows a clear negative
trend compared to 2014 replies. In 2014, 45 per
cent of shipowners believed that access to capital
would improve during the course of the year.

Figure 45: Shipowners’ assessment of financing terms over
the past year. By segment, 2014 compared with 2015

Weakened financing terms
Around 40 per cent of shipowners mean that
financing terms worsened during 2014. Terms
include capital requirement, security, liens, cost,
repayment terms, etc. Offshore contractors, offshore service and short sea shipowners all report
that financing terms have worsened over the past
year. Only two deep sea shipowners experienced
improvement in terms during 2015.
A comparison of shipowners’ perception of terms
in 2013 in comparison with 2014 shows a clear negative trend for deep sea shipowners and offshore
contractors. For the short sea and offshore service
segment, a slight improvement can be observed.
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Norway, including the NCS, is today the most
important market for Norwegian shipowners.

3.7 Growth markets towards 2020
Norway and the UK key markets for Norwegian
shipowners
Norway, including the NCS, is today the most
important market for Norwegian shipowners. 74
per cent of shipowners deem Norway an important market, followed by the UK, with 52 per cent.
Forty-four per cent highlighted the USA, Canada
and Mexico as important markets, making North
America the third most important market for
shipowners.
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Heading toward 2020, the Norwegian market is
expected to diminish in importance, but according to 14 per cent of shipowners, the UK will
become more important. However, more shipowners, 18 per cent, believe that the USA, Canada
and Mexico will be more important markets by
2020. Also worth noting as growth markets are
Southeast Asia, Brazil, West Africa and China. All
these markets are expected to play a significant
role for shipowners by 2020. The various segments
of course value these markets individually.
Shipowners’ replies show lessened importance
for the markets in Sweden, Denmark, Japan and
Norway when they look towards 2020.

Importance of regional markets for Norwegian shipowners

Percentage of shipowners who see these markets as important today
Percentage of shipowners who believe these markets will be more important in 2020 than today
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80 per cent of short sea shipowners see Norway
as an important market
Norway, Denmark and Germany are the most
important markets for short sea shipowners.
More than three of four short seas shipowners
believe these to be the most important markets
today. Short sea shipowners stand out from the
rest in their stable evaluation of markets. There
are very few variations in their market assessment
heading toward 2020. The most important growth
market is Germany, with 20 per cent saying that
this market will increase in importance in the
future.

Southeast Asia most important for deep sea
Deep sea shipowners cite the US, Canada and
Mexico, alongside Southeast Asia and China
as the most important markets. But by 2020, 43
per cent believe that Southeast Asia will become
the most important. 36 per cent mean the same
about India, with the USA, Canada and Mexico,
together with China, Brazil and South Korea, as
markets that will increase in significance for deep
sea shipping.

The North Sea most important for offshore
service
87 per cent of offshore service shipowners regard
Norway as their most important market by far. 74
per cent felt that the UK was important, while the
USA, Canada and Mexico were seen as important
by 48 per cent. Most anticipate that Norway
will decrease in importance moving towards
2020, while 26 per cent believe that the UK will
increase in importance. 29 per cent look to the
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USA, Canada and Mexico to rise in importance.
Other growth markets worth mentioning are the
High North, and West Africa, and newcomer East
Africa. Brazil is also seen as an important market,
though fewer shipowners than last year expect
Brazil to rise in importance.

95 per cent of offshore contractors see Norway
as their most important market
Offshore contractors are nearly unanimous in
naming Norway as their most important market,
with fully 95 per cent giving the NCS pole position. The UK sector follows at 55 percent. Looking
toward 2020, 23 per cent believe the UK will rise in
importance, while only 18 per cent mean the same
about Norway. Expectations for other markets
are relatively modest, with only the USA, Canada
and Mexico, the High North, Russia and Brazil
expected to increase in importance.

Uneven expectations for the High North
Only 15 per cent of all shipowners surveyed see the
High North regions as an important market today,
with 5 per cent believing that they will increase
in importance heading toward 2020. Interest is
highest among offshore service shipowners and
offshore contractors, with 23 and 18 per cent,
respectively, naming this region as an important
market today. Offshore service shipowners are
the most optimistic for the High North looking
to 2020, with 35 per cent anticipating that it will
increase in importance. Expectations are more
pessimistic among short sea and deep sea shipowners, who both mean that the region will fall in
importance towards 2020.

FOTO: HANS FREDRIK ASBJØRNSEN

Two out of three shipowners believe that increased
protectionism and stricter sanctions against Russia
are the biggest barriers to growth.

3.8 Global outlook towards 2020
Growth in the world economy and heightened
demand for energy are the most important
growth drivers going into 2020
Growth in the global economy and increased
demand for energy are seen as the two most
important drivers by far for growth in Norwegian
shipping, with 92 and 81 per cent citing these two
causes, respectively. 50 per cent of shipowners
believe that increased energy production in the
High North will be a strong growth driver.
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There is broad agreement among shipowners in
this field, and the same three factors topped the
2014 list.
Two out of three shipowners believe that
increased protectionism and stricter sanctions
against Russia are the biggest barriers to growth.
Geopolitical unrest, higher risk of terror, pirates
and armed criminality are also on the shipowners’
list of barriers. The theme and introduction of this
year’s report illustrate and expand on the threats
and challenges facing the industry, and the world,
in the years to come.

Figure 46: Shipowners’ assessment of growth drivers and barriers going into 2020
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Figure 47: Percentage of shipowners by anticipated growth
trend towards 2020
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Figure 48: Percentage of shipowners by perceived growth
barriers towards 2020
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Varying views on the importance of energy
Increased demand for energy is seen by all segments as a growth driver, and one that will present
many opportunities for Norwegian shipowners.
This applies primarily to the offshore maritime
industry, with service and subsea vessels and rigs.
At the same time, an increased demand for energy
will lead to demand for deep sea and short sea
transportation of various energy sources such as
oil, coal, gas, and biofuels.
Short sea shipowners also see the emergence of
renewable energy, a lower oil price, and increased

energy efficiency as growth drivers. Deep sea
shipowners lean in the same direction, though
not as strongly. The low oil price means lower fuel
costs and contributes to lowering operating costs.
On the other hand, the offshore market is driven
by higher oil and gas prices and the resulting
investments in offshore exploration and production. A low oil price is therefore viewed by offshore
service shipowners and offshore contractors as a
major barrier to growth. Offshore contractors see
the emergence of renewable energy and energy
efficiency as minor barriers to growth.

Figur 49: The importance of energy – the shipowners’ assessment towards 2020
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Figure 50: Stricter environmental regulations in shipping
– the shipowners’ assessment towards 2020, 2014 compared
to 2015

Figure 51: Percentage of Norwegian shipowners viewing
development in the High North as a positive growth driver for
their business towards 2020, 2014 compared to 2015
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Demanding markets alter shipowners’ stand on
environmental regulations

Increased energy production is the strongest
growth driver in the High North

In last year’s survey, both deep and short sea shipowners deemed increased environmental regulations as strong growth drivers. Both segments
have modified their position this year, especially
the offshore service segment. It may be reasonable
to assume that a more difficult market situation is
behind the shift.

Nearly 50 per cent of Norwegian shipowners
believe that increased energy production in
the High North will be a growth driver moving
towards 2020. This represents a drop of 10 per
cent from 2014. Offshore service shipowners in
particular have rolled back their expectations,
while the view of offshore contractors remains
unchanged.

Short sea shipowners have also turned on their
assessment of environmental regulations, with
a far more positive opinion than last year. One
explanation for the increased optimism relates to
tightened restrictions on sulphur emissions that
went into effect on 1 January 2015. So far, it has
proven to be less costly than anticipated to meet
the stricter requirements, as lower fuel prices have
kept the cost of low-sulphur fuel down.

Only a few shipowners report strong optimism
regarding the High North, with 12 per cent declaring that destination shipping will be a growth
driver, down from 27 per cent in 2014. Differences
between segments are marginal on this point.
Eight of ten shipowners regard trans-Arctic
passage in the High North as not important for
their business in the coming years. 6 per cent see
the northern passage as a threat, with 14 per cent
reporting it as a driver. Deep sea is the only segment that sees the passage in the High North as a
barrier to growth. The explanation for this is that
sailing distances would be shorter with a northern
passage, and competition respectively tougher.
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4. A RESPONSIVE
AND COMPETITIVE
MARITIME INDUSTRY
4.1 Active maritime policies
A demanding global reality
The Norwegian maritime cluster is one of the
strongest in the world, with more than 110,000
employees and annual value creation of NOK 175
billion. Norwegian shipowners created value
for more than NOK 100 billion for the first time.
The competitiveness of the Norwegian maritime
industry is based on generations of accumulated
competence and experience. This competence is
our most important renewable resource, and will
be a determining factor in our response to the
challenges facing the world.
The shipowners’ capacity for innovating and
adapting is increasingly a result of their ability to
draw on ideas, impulses, and expertise circulating in the cluster. The maritime community in
Norway has learned over time how to combine
many different types of knowledge and resources
to generate powerful economic impact from
innovations.

The industry is heading into challenging times,
and it is essential that both industry players and
politicians acknowledge this reality. The current
situation demands political leaders who follow
developments closely and are prepared to take
action when the situation warrants. Norwegian
shipowners are in a strong position globally, and
they need the support of active maritime policies
offering solid, competitive terms and conditions
to secure this position for the future.
As pioneers in the development of new maritime
solutions, Norwegian shipowners have never
feared the future. The industry has a long history
of tackling demanding changes. Today, once
again, we must prepare for the tough times that lie
ahead.

Robust maritime policies make a difference
International competition is fierce in maritime
markets. The global nature of the maritime
business exposes it to policy shifts. Operating in
an international arena also makes it vulnerable
to differences in various national frameworks
that affect competitiveness, stability, and
predictability.
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For the first time, Norwegian shipowners created
value for more than NOK 100 billion.

Norwegian shipowners create tremendous value
and possess a unique knowledge and competency.
They operate worldwide on, in, and under the sea,
and amid intense global competition. Competitive
polices and close cooperation with the authorities are essential for success in this environment.
Experience has proven that good maritime polices
make a difference.

Figure 52 shows the development in the size of the
Norwegian fleet, the total Norwegian-controlled
fleet, and the number of Norwegian seafarers
since the 1960s, as well as the number of ships
owned under the Norwegian tonnage tax regime
since its inception in 1996. Key explanatory political factors influencing changes are also indicated.
The economic development in the period must of
course also be kept in mind. Nonetheless, there

Figure 52: Proactive maritime policies produce results
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Number of ships in the shipping tax regime

Norwegian seafarers in the foreign-going ﬂeet
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is reason to maintain that the changes indicated
have been strongly influenced by strategic political decisions. One such key decision during this
period was the establishment in 1987 of the Norwegian International Ship Register, NIS, which
proved effective both in raising the number of
ships registered under the Norwegian flag, and
in reversing the declining trend in the number of
Norwegian seafarers in the international fleet.
Other measures such as the implementation of
the shipping tax regime, the net wage scheme,
and regulatory changes have been important and
achieved positive results.
Strategic political decisions have been made to
keep Norwegian competitiveness in synch with a
world in constant flux. Competition for localisation of shipping companies and registration of
ships is tough. Without active involvement from
the Norwegian authorities, Norwegian influence
in the global maritime community in general, and
in the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
specifically, would not be as strong as it is today.
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Adaptability in the maritime industry
The maritime industry in Norway still has strong
potential for further growth. The underlying
prerequisites in the form of competency and ability to innovate are well established. In order to
realise the great potential inherent in the industry,
business and government must work together to
ensure that terms and conditions for growth in
shipping are developed and maintained. There is
also a need to strengthen the industry’s growth
and innovation through specific new measures.
The Norwegian maritime industry has built up a
world-leading knowledge-based maritime cluster
characterised by a unique capacity for innovating and creating value. This being said, it would
be naïve to assume that the unique Norwegian
capacity for innovation cannot be copied. We need
to be first movers in both knowledge and innovation if we are to maintain our global advantage.
The combination of informed shipowners and an
effective industrial cluster is the key to the maritime industry’s strong standing. Shipping companies and their owners, in their never-ending quest
for better and more efficient solutions, are the
engine that drives Norway’s maritime industry.
Seafarers are the central conveyers of experience
and knowledge from sea to land, and between
companies on the mainland. The Norwegian
maritime cluster spans the complete spectre of
knowledge-intensive maritime fields, including
shipbuilding, equipment supply, and maritime
services.

The cluster is important for attractiveness

Figure 53: Shipping companies drive the maritime cluster

The most important factor in ensuring innovation
and creative energy in the maritime industry is
to retain Norway’s attractiveness as a location for
the parts of the business that are the principal
drivers of innovation. The industry’s own initiatives for recruiting and competence development
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The majority of respondents in the Outlook survey, 55 per cent, report that a complete maritime
cluster is important or decisive for locating a
business in Norway. Only 15 per cent of shipowners report that the cluster is only marginally
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consider to be the best supplier industry in the
world, a team spirit has evolved that makes the
industry as a whole ready to meet the largest and
most difficult challenges. Clear definition of roles
between end-user and supplier has led to a wellfunctioning collaboration and a good competitive
climate on the Norwegian continental shelf. It is
imperative for the functioning and further development of the Norwegian petroleum cluster that
this division of labour be maintained.

SEAFARERS
- keepers
of practical
knowledge
MARITIME
SERVICES

SHIPOWNERS

Drivers for innovation
Drivers of the cluster
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIERS

SHIPYARDS

Figure 54: Most respondents say the cluster is important or
decisive for locating in Norway
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4.2 An ambitious maritime strategy
The geopolitical, economic and market developments we have witnessed over the past months
have in many ways exacerbated the trends that
began to emerge last autumn. The dramatic drop
in the price of oil is not only a result of readily
available North American shale oil, it is also a
strong expression of the current uncertainty surrounding global economic developments. Parallel
to this, the lower price of oil is a powerful driver
of structural and economic change both domestically and globally.
Against the backdrop of unrest and uncertainty
now dominating the global landscape, and a faltering Europe getting little help from weakened

emerging economies, a robust and competitive
maritime strategy and clear political actions take
on an even greater significance in securing a stable and competitive policy framework for the sector. Active maritime policies must produce results.

Competitive maritime policies
Norway’s attractiveness as a maritime host
country is dependent on stable, predictable, and
internationally competitive terms and conditions.
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association believes
that maritime policies should be strengthened
through the measures laid out in the following
paragraphs.

Figure 55: How important are the following maritime policies for locating in Norway?
Decisive
Important
The Norwegian ship registries

Neutral

The Norwegian shipowning tax

Less important

Norwegian net wage and
refund schemes for seafarers

Not important

Short sea

Deep sea

Oﬀshore
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Oﬀshore
contractor

Total
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Figure 56: Development in number of ships under the
Norwegian tonnage tax regime
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Competitive tonnage tax regime
Without Norwegian shipowners, the maritime
industry would lack its most important drivers of
innovation and development. Implementation in
1996 of a competitive special tax system for shipping
companies, the tonnage tax regime, proved critical
in achieving strong fleet growth. The regime was
adjusted in 2007, and the past years have seen the
number of ships in the regime grow by nearly 80
per cent, now numbering more than 1 450 vessels.
In this respect, the tonnage tax regime has not only
been a success, but has become necessary in order to
sustain Norway’s attractiveness as a host country for
shipowners and other maritime business. Maintaining the competitiveness of the Norwegian tonnage

tax regime is therefore critical to keeping Norway
attractive as a host country for maritime activities.
The Norwegian tonnage tax regime is seen as an
important premise for localisation of business in
Norway. The regime is also viewed as internationally competitive, in contrast to the Norwegian ship
registries and the net wage scheme for Norwegian
seafarers. The Norwegian ship registries do not
play a significant role in choice of localisation,
with their competitiveness judged to be low. One
of three shipowners report that registries are
important or decisive. The same does not apply to
the net wage scheme. While 45 per cent of shipowners report that the net wage scheme is important or
decisive for their choice to localise in Norway, over

Figure 57: How important and competitive are these terms and conditions for locating in Norway?
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Figure 58: How competitive do shipowners judge the following policies to be?
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half declare the scheme to be marginally competitive or even uncompetitive.
Offshore service shipowners are the group that
places most importance on ship registries and
the net wage scheme for seafarers for influencing
their choice to localise in Norway. This group sees
the registries as relatively competitive, while the
net wage scheme is viewed as uncompetitive. As
many as half the respondents in this group judge
the scheme to be uncompetitive. This leaves a
gap between the influence of the scheme on their
choice to localise in Norway, and their perception
of its competitiveness.

Competitive net wage scheme for seafarers
The competence and experience of Norwegian
seafarers is central to innovation and development
in the maritime industry. A competitive net wage

scheme will help ensure that Norwegian seafarers
are recruited to Norwegian ships. The net wage
scheme is a good investment in innovation and
competence. A competitive scheme will give the
shipowners the incentive to employ more Norwegian seafarers in international trade. Recruiting
can also be enhanced through trainee programmes
and other training positions on board. The current
net wage scheme is no longer competitive.

A competitive Norwegian flag
Shipping is largely governed by international
regulations. International industries require
the same set of rules for all players, regardless of
nationality. A competitive NIS must therefore
be based on international rules and regulations,
without additional national rules and interpretations in Norway. NIS must remain a register of
quality.

Figure 59: Development in the Norwegian International Ship Register (NIS)
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The government-appointed group for review of
the specific Norwegian distance constraints has
delivered its report to the authorities. It is essential
that the government shows resolve in following up
the recommendations of this group.
Having a significant number of ships sailing
under the national flag is an important prerequisite to Norway’s continued ability to influence
international shipping policies and laws. This
applies in particular to the United Nation’s
shipping body, the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO). If Norway is to maintain and
cultivate this influence, the NIS register must not
be allowed to deteriorate. If NIS is to continue as
an attractive register it must be competitive. As
shown in Figure 59, and in Chapter 2, the number
of ships in NIS has fallen by 25 per cent over the
past 10 years, and by 42 per cent since the peak in
1992, when 896 ships were registered in NIS.

Figure 60: Potential reflagging to Norwegian registries, given
certain criteria
250

In order to strengthen Norway’s position as an
attractive maritime host, specific Norwegian
distance constraints in NIS must be removed. Shipowners list these limitations as the most important
reason for rejecting the Norwegian flag. The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association sees it as a positive
move that the present government, as a follow-up
of the Sundvolden political platform, established
a workgroup in 2014 to evaluate the distance constraints in NIS. The work group has delivered its
report to the government, proposing a new national
maritime policy. It is essential that the government
shows resolve in following up the recommendations
of the work group.
Potential reflagging depends on three factors
in particular: relaxation of Norwegian-specific
cabotage rules; a competitive net wage scheme for
Norwegian seafarers; and a high level of service
and quality in the Maritime Authority and the
Norwegian registries.
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The competition is fierce among registers looking
to attract as many ships as possible. The correlation
between national terms and conditions and the
number of ships sailing under a national flag is clear.

Many shipowners report that they would consider
reflagging to NIS if these conditions are met, with
the relaxation of distance constraints as particularly important. When shipowners were asked
in the Outlook survey to estimate the number
of vessels eligible for reflagging, the number of
potential ships came to 223, if Norwegian distance
constraints were removed, a full-scale net wage
scheme was established in NIS, and quality and
service in the Norwegian Maritime Authority
were competitive with professional, international
flag state administrations.
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92 per cent of shipowners state that reduced rates
in equity taxes are more important than larger
rebates.

The current tax on private ownership is not
competitive

The current ownership tax is not competitive.
Taxes applying only in Norway undermine private
ownership and the competitiveness of Norwegian
shipping. In this context we wish to underline the
following:

Sustained value creation in Norwegian shipping
depends on competitive terms and conditions
for private ownership. Innovation and creativity
in Norwegian shipping has its roots in entrepreneurship. Active private owners are essential to
a strong shipping industry, and as a wellhead of
maritime innovation. Sound ownership policy is
equivocal to sound industry policy.

Equity tax is in large part particular to Norway.
Among OECD countries, only Switzerland and
France have comparable taxes. The Norwegian
Shipowners’ Association’s principle arguments
against equity tax are that it applies uniquely to
Norwegian ownership, resulting in a systematic
discrimination against private Norwegian owners, while favouring foreign and public ownership.

4.3 Good ownership policies are good
for industry

Figur 61: Importance of terms of private ownership for locating four business types in Norway
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of residency
of residency
tax (2014)
tax (2015)

The repeal of the Norwegian inheritance tax was a
welcome and constructive move towards strengthening framework conditions for private ownership
in Norway.

Norway’s equity tax weakens incentive to
revitalise a business, as taxable values for older,
depreciated assets are significantly lower than for
fresh assets. This in turn harms productivity, and
hampers innovation. The equity tax is imposed on
ownership (stock, etc.) regardless of profitability
or liquidity. This makes companies particularly
vulnerable in times of recession if the equity tax is
paid from dividends.
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association therefore stands in favour of abolishing the equity tax.
63 per cent of ship owners responding to the
Outlook survey replied that removal of the inheritance tax is important for localising a business
in Norway, while 58 per cent felt the same about
harmonising tax residency rules.
Three out of four ship owners reply that changes
in the equity tax that took effect in 2015 have made
private Norwegian ownership substantially more
competitive. Regarding which elements in the
equity tax scheme are most important for value
creation in companies, nearly all ship owners (92
per cent) reply that reduced rates are more important than larger rebates. No significant difference
was reported between shipping segments regarding equity tax and tax residency.

Tax residency rules present additional challenges
to international owners with shipping interests in
Norway. This applies in particular to the duration
of allowed stays in Norway, limited under current
law to 90 days per year over a three-year period if
the owner is to avoid taxpayer status. This is generally viewed as too short a period for an owner to
conduct business in an active responsible manner.
This applies in particular to companies emphasising active owner participation in business affairs.
Norway’s tax residency rules are also unusual
in the rest of the Nordic region. Most countries
around Norway operate with a time limit of
six months in average. The current limitation
strongly compromises Norway’s attractiveness as
a location for investment of foreign capital. The
Norwegian Shipowners’ Association proposes
harmonisation of tax residency rules with European norms.
The repeal of the Norwegian inheritance tax on
1 January 2014 was a welcome and constructive
move towards strengthening framework conditions for private ownership in Norway.
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Competitive export financing and guarantees
Norwegian shipowners represent a significant
share of the order book at Norwegian shipyards.
This in turn generates considerable value creation
in coastal communities. Effective export finance
schemes and guarantees through The Norwegian
Export Credit Finance Agency (GIEK) and Export
Credit Norway are essential to the maritime
industry’s competitiveness. This shows the importance of a well-functioning export finance and
guarantee system that ensures access to financing
of capital-intensive investments.

Figure 62: Are the Norwegian export credit schemes important for your business?
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Total

The Outlook survey asked shipowners for their
opinion on the terms available in Export Credit
Norway and GIEK. The replies reflect no discrepancy in perceived importance between the two
institutions. However, shipowners say they are
more satisfied with the execution of export credits
compared to that of export guarantees. There are
no mentionable differences between the shipowners’ opinion of the two institutions regarding
documentation requirements, and requirements
for documentation are seen as less comprehensive
than last year.
Offshore service shipowners stand out in
reporting that the schemes are relevant for their
enterprises. This group experiences both GIEK
and Export Credit Norway as more important for
their business than do other shipowning groups.
Offshore service shipowners also see it as more
important that terms of guarantees and export
credits are more flexible and accommodating, and
they consider requirements for documentation as
more comprehensive than do others.
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THE OFFSHORE VALUE CHAIN
Performing complex operations under demanding
conditions, Norwegian shipowners command the most
advanced fleet of offshore vessels and rigs in the world.
Technological advances have led to ships and rigs
figuring in every segment of the offshore value chain.

PRODUCTION

TRANSPORT

DRILLING

EXPLORATION

SUBSEA INSTALLATION
AND OPERATION
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DECOMMISSIONING

Low oil prices, high costs and a lower level of
activity present challenges to an entire industry.

4.4 An attractive Norwegian
Continental Shelf (NCS)
Shipowners have played a decisive role in the
development of the NCS for more than 50 years,
and activities on the shelf have become increasingly more maritime in nature. Technological
developments have led to ships and rigs featuring
in every link of the value chain offshore.
Shipowners participate in all phases of the petroleum industry, from the first seismic surveys to
production and decommissioning of installations.
Norwegian Shipowners’ Association members
operate virtually all floating rigs on the NCS.

Norway’s largest industry
The world’s appetite for energy continues to grow.
Deliveries of oil and gas from Norway will fill
much of this demand for many years. Norwegian
petroleum production leads the world in technology and low emissions to air and water.
Today it is Norway’s largest industry, measured
by value created, tax revenue, and export value.
The petroleum industry employs 330,000 people
directly and indirectly in Norway, and contributes
to development in business, technology, and society in general.

Norwegian companies control more than 50
floating offshore units, most of these drilling rigs.
The most advanced and modern offshore fleet in
the industry, numbering more than 630 vessels,
is operated by Norwegian owners. This makes
Norway the next largest offshore nation in the
world by number of vessels, second only to the
USA. The past ten years have seen strong growth
in this fleet.
Low oil prices, high costs and a lower level of
activity present challenges to an entire industry.
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Competitiveness of the NCS under pressure
The NCS has significant development potential and there are still many opportunities for
long-term value creation. The subject of competitiveness on the NCS remains central, not
only because we wish to extract the maximum
return from our oil and gas resources efficiently,
safely and with concern for the environment,
but because the NCS is Norway’s home arena for
development of international competitiveness in
the oil companies, and in the entire Norwegian oil
and gas supply industry.
The competitiveness of the NCS is under pressure
as other provinces open up and become more

attractive, while technology and market developments make alternative energy sources available
in a way that affects oil and gas prices. Central
themes relating to predictable taxes and fees, level
of activity, industry participants, costs and competence are therefore highly relevant.
The figure below shows how eight themes related
to the attractiveness of the NCS, are ranked in
importance by offshore service shipowners and
offshore contractors. Nearly all shipowners reply
that stable petroleum policies, access to new
acreage, and predictable tax and fee policies are
important or decisive - 96, 96 and 94 per cent,
respectively, of shipowners have answered this in
the Outlook survey.

Figure 63: How important are the following measures for securing the attractiveness of the NCS?
Stable petroleum policies
Access to new acreage
Predictable tax and fee schemes
Lower costs
Enhanced recovery from producing ﬁelds
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Figure 64: Factors influencing the attractiveness of the NCS
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Stability in petroleum policies was judged most
important. 67 per cent felt this was decisive, while
29 per cent considered it to be important. Diversity of participants and more industry-oriented
R&D and innovation are seen as least important,
though two-thirds of shipowners also view
industry-oriented R&D as important.
There is no significant difference between the
replies of offshore service shipowners and offshore contractors. This being said, offshore service shipowners place more emphasis on access
to new acreage and lower cost levels as significant
factors for the attractiveness of the NCS, while
offshore contractors cited predictable tax and fee

Many developments on the NCS can be traced
back to international megatrends, such as the
price of oil and international cost levels. But Norwegian petroleum policies are also a determining
factor in maintaining a consistently high level of
activity on the NCS. It is essential that petroleum
policies reflect the highly long-term nature of the
oil and gas business.
From 2000, a number of measures were put in
place to improve the attractiveness of the NCS,
as shown in the figure on the next page. The tax
regime for the Snow White development in the
Barents Sea, divestments in the State’s Direct
Financial Interest (SDFI), establishment of principles for awarding pre-defined areas in concession
rounds (APA), and the move to a ‘cash-back’ petroleum tax policy (where the government refunds
the tax value, 78 per cent, of exploration costs to
companies without production income), were all
important contributions in boosting the competitiveness of the NCS.
Shipowners participate in all phases of petroleum
development – from seismic surveys to production
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to decommissioning of installations. The entire
value chain is responsible for reducing costs and
sustaining as high a level of activity as possible.
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association believes
that resources on the NCS are sufficient to support
critical value creation for many decades to come.
Exploration in both new and mature areas is the
key to sustainable value creation in the petroleum

industry. In order to sustain exploration, the government must continue to make attractive acreage
available, both through the APA and in numbered
concession rounds. The Norwegian Shipowners’
Association was pleased to see the offerings in
the 23rd licencing round, marking the first time
since 1994 that blocks were made available in
new exploration areas. 57 blocks or sections were
announced for the 23rd round, three in the North

Figure 65: Changes in framework conditions for the NCS
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High and sustained activity levels on the NCS are
critical if Norway is to maintain the world-leading
competence that they have built up over time.

Sea and 54 in the Barents Sea. Interest from the oil
companies has been high.

High and sustained activity level is important
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association works
to ensure a high and sustained level of activity on
the NCS. This is important if Norway is to remain
a world leader in maritime knowledge over time,
and to secure purposeful exploitation of resources
on the NCS.
The past years have seen major discoveries such
as Johan Sverdrup in the North Sea. This is a
significant discovery on a global scale, and will
make important contributions to oil production
towards the end of the current decade.
In order to reach the goal of profitable production
in the longterm, many new discoveries will have
to be made. Without significant new finds, production will fall, as will value creation heading into

the 2020s. For this reason it is critical to maintain
a sufficiently high level of exploration activity over
time. This can be made possible only through
measures to support exploration in new areas.
There are still large, unexplored areas on the NCS,
with good opportunities for significant discoveries well into the future.
Continuous opening of new areas for exploration
is a prerequisite to maintaining necessary levels of
investment and competency in the industry, and
sustaining production over time. The Shipowners’
Association believes this must be the foundation
for long-term value creation and tax revenue, with
the goal of producing as many of the economic
resources on the NCS as possible.
Slightly more shipowners consider access to new
acreage to be important or decisive in this year’s
survey than last year’s. 57 per cent of respondents
in this year’s survey say that access to new acreage
is decisive, while 39 per cent cite it as important.
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Predictable taxes and fees are decisive

Costs must come down

Enterprises operating on the NCS are capitalintensive and dependent on long-term investment
decisions. The tax regime is therefore an important part of the framework terms and conditions
for the industry. For this reason, the Norwegian
Shipowner’s Association emphasises the importance of a stable and predictable taxation system
in Norway, in order to avoid unnecessary changes
in conditions for various investment decisions.

Cost levels on the NCS are currently high enough
to cause discussion as to whether parts of the
industry are losing ground to international competition. Critical cost elements include technical
requirements specific to Norway that restrict
movement of rigs between the NCS and international territories. Erratic use of cost-benefit
analyses of Health Safety and Environmental
(HSE) measures and regulatory requirements also
drive costs up. High personnel costs as a result
of high wage levels and the 2-4 rotation system
are also powerful wage cost drivers all along the
offshore-related value chain. The rotation scheme
has evolved as a consequence of various legal and
contract-based conditions. The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association believes that these conditions
need to be evaluated within the framework of a
tripartite cooperation between the authorities,
employees, and employers.

The current government policy platform states
the intention to provide the industry with predictable and long-term rules governing taxes and fees.
The government will also consider changes in
the petroleum tax to improve resource management and increase recovery rates on producing
and marginal fields. The Norwegian Shipowners’
Association sees these as important goals, but we
emphasise the need to follow up good intentions
with concrete action.
The Outlook survey shows that respondents are in
agreement that policies governing taxes and fees
are the second-most decisive factor affecting the
attractiveness of the NCS. Sixty-three per cent of
offshore service shipowners and offshore contractors believe it to be decisive, while 31 per cent deem
it important.
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Lower cost levels follow opening of new areas as
the next-largest opinion differentiator between
offshore service shipowners and offshore contractors. Still, 57 per cent believe that lower costs are
decisive to the attractiveness of the NCS, with 29
per cent judging this as important.
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Diversity of participants ensures innovation

Access to competence

The division of labour between oil companies and
main and sub-suppliers is based on solid business
experience and has proven to be the best way to
achieve innovation, quality and cost effectiveness. During the past ten years the oil companies
have refined their core competence, especially as
regards geological understanding, reservoir and
risk management, and management of demanding projects.

Strengthening the knowledge base is key to
strengthening competitiveness on the NCS. Norwegian companies have invested systematically
in specialty education, competence building, and
higher education, and a culture of cooperation
between professional and educational institutions
has been established. This gives the companies
the flexibility and responsiveness they need to
find the best solutions. Competency-related
policies must remain strong, including those governing specialty education and training, higher
education, and not least, research.

This in turn encourages suppliers to refine their
own core competencies. This mutually reinforcing process has given the Norwegian petroleum
cluster its global position as a knowledge leader.
With the oil companies as demanding customers
to what many consider as the world’s best supplier
industry, the teamwork that allows the participants to tackle large and difficult challenges can
be assured.
A clear differentiation of roles between customer
and supplier has ensured well-functioning collaboration and healthy competition on the NCS. It
is essential for the functioning and development
of the Norwegian petroleum cluster that this
effective division of labour be allowed to continue.
Diversity of participants was deemed as decisive
by just over half of shipowners in the 2014 Outlook
survey, while two out of seven shipowners (28 per
cent of respondents) felt that it was important
for the attractiveness of the NCS. This year the
percentage naming it as decisive for attractiveness
fell to 29 per cent, while those finding it important
rose to 39 per cent.
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Well over half of shipowners in the Outlook survey reply that access to competency is important
or decisive for the attractiveness of the NCS. Offshore service shipowners and offshore contractors
are of the same opinion.

More petroleum research needed
Research tailored to the oil and gas industry generates great value to society. There is a crucial need to
strengthen public funding for R&D in the oil and
gas sector. Public funding earmarked for petroleum research through the Research Council has
stagnated in recent years and amounts to just over
one-tenth of one per cent of total state revenues
from the industry. At the same time, costs in the
sector have risen considerably. This affects R&D
costs as well, meaning a sizeable effective decrease
in public funding for petroleum research.
With the considerable challenges facing the NCS,
timely development of cost-effective, safe and
green technology is critical. Two out of three shipowners reply in this year’s Outlook survey that
more industry-oriented research is important or
critical for the attractiveness of the NCS.
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Figure 66: Employment in the petroleum industry
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A single short sea ship can take several hundred
trucks off the road.

4.5 The seaway is the green way
Short sea shipping plays a decisive role in meeting
society’s need for transportation and maintaining
the competitive advantage of Norwegian industry.
It contributes value creation and jobs, and is an
important segment of the Norwegian maritime
cluster. Short sea shipowners transport all types
of goods, and passengers, between European
ports. Short sea shipping creates a bridge to
Europe for Norwegian export and plays a vital role
for Norwegian industry. The Norwegian shipowners compete not only with short sea shipping
in Europe, but also with road and rail transport.

A single short sea ship can take several hundred
trucks off the road
Environmentally speaking, the seaway must
become the highway of choice. Most of the transported volume of goods in Norway moves in a
north-south direction, much of this along the coast.
The bulk of these goods are either headed to, or
coming from Europe. Every day hundreds of trucks
transport fish from the north of Norway and furniture from the west, over the mountains, through
villages and towns, and on to the continent.
Reports from the Institute of Transport Economics
show that heavy transport vehicles are responsible
for virtually all wear on Norwegian roads.
A single ship can handle the cargo volume of
hundreds of trucks, with only a fraction of the
emissions. It runs contrary to common sense to
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continue to send large and increasing volumes
of goods by truck. This leads to, among other
consequences:
■■ A higher number of accidents, injuries and
deaths in traffic
■■ Considerably higher air and noise pollution,
with consequences for climate, the environment, and health
■■ Dramatic increases in road wear and reduced
capacity on highways
■■ Unnecessary queues and delays that weaken
the competitiveness of industry.

Targeted investments to strengthen water-borne
transport’s relative competitiveness are needed
There is broad political agreement on the goal of
moving more goods from land to sea, and NOK 3
billion is earmarked in the National Transportation Plan for 2014-2023 for strengthening waterborne transportation.
A report from the Auditor General in 2014 confirms
the Shipowners’ Association’s observation that
political ambitions are not being followed up by
action or concrete measures. The volume of goods
transported by road is increasing, in direct conflict
with sustainable development, political ambitions,
and common sense.
While steadily more trucks roll over the mountains,
through the valleys, and into towns and cities,
water-borne transport becomes more expensive
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A long and narrow geography on the periphery
of major markets makes Norway, more than most
countries, dependent on efficient logistics and
transportation solutions.

and difficult to use. Regulatory cost differences have
increased, not decreased, over the past years, in
favour of road transportation. Water-borne transportation is user-financed to a much higher degree, fees
and charges are more numerous and higher, and we
see in particular that seaway transportation largely
pays for its own safety. In 2015, ships will pay around
NOK 750 million in pilot fees alone to the Norwegian
Coastal Administration. On top of this come sizeable
port fees, which vary form port to port.
There is a need for increased efficiency, modernisation, and a clearer safety orientation in the official management of water-borne transportation.
Seagoing traffic has, in only a few years, undergone dramatic changes in keeping with technological and digital innovations. Surveillance sysEﬀektive havneoperasjoner
tems
have improved greatly, and the competence
Lavere avgifter/gebyrer/vederlag
and range of navigators has increased parallel to
Tilskuddsordning for sjøtransport (økobonus)
this. Seen in this light, and based on actual need
Tiltak for ﬂåtefornyelse
for competency and safety, changes must be made
Mer moderne og eﬀektiv lostjeneste
in the scope and focus of the pilotage system and
Styrket infrastruktur på landsiden i tilknytning til…
the traffic centres. Harbours and holding lots lack
Bedre tilrettelegging for integrerte…
competency and capacity, and steps must be taken
Nøytralt
Viktig
to improve efficiency in ports and infrastructure
for water-borne transport, both at sea and on land.

The government must show resolve
The current government’s move to gather transportation agencies under one roof in the Ministry of
Transport is a positive development. Still, a renewed
political will is required in dealing with these
areas, and this will only become more necessary as
we move forward. Following up a comprehensive
national transport policy has had low priority and
been poorly coordinated between various agencies
and departments. This has burdened society with
significant costs. The government must now act to
prove their resolve. A long and narrow geography
on the periphery of major markets makes Norway,
more than most countries, dependent on efficient
logistics and transportation solutions.
Prognoses for economic and population growth
foresee an increase in transport of goods by 35-40
per cent, seen in tonnes per kilometre, going
into 2040. Strong relative growth is expected in
road transportation, with less for water-borne.
This presents major challenges to our national
transportation system. The key to meeting these
Avgjørende
challenges lies in shifting a significant amount of
goods from land to sea.

Figure 67: How important are the following framework terms and conditions for moving more goods by sea?
Eﬃcient port operation
Lower fees and charges
Ecobonus for choosing sea transport
Measures to encourage ﬂeet renewal
More modern and eﬃcient pilotage system
Improved onshore port infrastructure
Better conditions for intermodality

Neutral
SOURCE: NORWEGIAN SHIPOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION
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Important

Decisive

Table 2: Comparison of fees and charges in the transport sector

Category

Sea

Road

Rail

One-time fees

Weight-differentiated vehicle tax

Line use

Annual fees

Road use tax

El-fees

NOR/NIS registries

State

Network usage tax (over 25 tonnes)

Bunker oil certificate
Pilotage readiness fee
Pilotage fee
Fairway certificate fee
Safety fee

Environment

CO2 tax

CO2 tax

CO2 tax

NOx tax

NOx tax

NOx tax

Lubricants tax

Lubricants tax

Sulpher tax, marine fuel

Differentiated vehicle registration fee

Port call fee
Quay fees
Port handling and storage fee
Passenger fees
Traffic fee for non-EEA imported goods

Local port fees
and charges

ISPS charge
Ice breaking fees
Water and electricity supply (VAT)
Waste reception fees
Anchorage, dredging, use of buoys
Towage services
Mooring and port pilotage fees

Private interests

Clearing, Stevedoring

Toll roads

Charge for host country transport (negotiations)

INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORT ECONOMICS, NORWAY/MØREFORSKING

The above figure shows how short sea shipowners rank seven various measures and conditions
for moving more goods by sea. The vast majority,
seven out of ten, reply that efficient port operations, measures to renew the fleet, lower fees
and charges, and a modern and efficient pilotage
service are decisive.

Bonus scheme for goods transfer

Regimes for fees and charges that strengthen the
relative competitiveness of shipping

A greener and renewed short sea fleet

The authorities must put in place a new set of rules
governing fees and charges that will strengthen
the relative competitiveness of short sea shipping. As seen in the figure below, water-borne
transportation is burdened with nearly four times
the number of charges, fees and compensations as
road transport. Fees, charges and compensation
for pilotage, unloading, and port calls represent
the biggest hindrances to competitiveness in the
industry and force cargo onto the roads.

A bonus scheme for transferring cargo from land
to sea must be established, with a state-funded
premium. However, such a scheme must not lead
to uneven competition between participants in
water-borne transport.

Water-borne transport is the most energy efficient
form of transportation. There is potential for
improvement through reducing the age of the
fleet, which currently averages 30 years. Measures
are needed to achieve green shipping through a
programme for fleet renewal. Specific measures
such as a temporary refund solution for scrapping,
increased depreciation for ships in short sea traffic, and a top-up financing scheme will, together
with support from Export Credit Norway and
GIEK, contribute to a more competitive, greener
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The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association believes
the proposal to liberalise and free up port capital will
weaken water-borne transportation’s competitiveness.
and more modern fleet. Propel AS, together with
Vista Analyse, has, on assignment from the Ministry of Industry and Fisheries, analysed to what
degree a bonus scheme for scrapping of short sea
ships can contribute to phasing out of older ships,
and whether this can influence restructuring of
short sea shipping and improving the environmental profile of the fleet. The analysis is a followup of the Sundvolden government platform, and
it is essential that the government follow-up with
concrete measures for fleet renewal.
Half of short sea shipowners see fleet renewal
as an important step towards getting more
cargo from land to sea, while 28 per cent see it as
decisive.

Pilotage must be modernised and made more
efficient
Pilotage in Norway is 100 per cent user-financed,
and the industry pays NOK 750 million each year
in pilot fees. We believe the state must bear a
greater share of these costs while contributing to
improving the service. Responsibility for pilotage must also be removed from the Norwegian
Coastal Administration, allowing for a clear
division of public and private responsibilities.
Expanded use of Pilotage Exemption Certificates
(PECs) must also be allowed for.
Replies to the Outlook survey indicate that 70 per
cent of the short sea shipowner respondents feel
that a more effective and modern pilot service is
important or decisive to move more goods from
land to sea.
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Improved efficiency in ports and terminals
Steps must be taken to make ports effective intersections for the transportation of goods. If this is
to be achieved, ports structure must be optimised,
rules and regulations simplified, and user financing reduced. In January of this year the government released their ‘National port strategy – the
government’s strategy for moving more goods by
sea’. In the strategy, the proposal to liberalise and
free up port capital is one measure we believe will
weaken the competitiveness of water-borne transportation. The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association is concerned that the municipalities who own
the ports will drain them of capital, leading to an
increase in port fees and charges
Efficiency must receive high priority. The goal
must be to reduce port handling cost per unit and
reduce time in port for ships and trucks. There is
also a considerable need for more efficient organisation of loading and unloading operations in
ports in order to ensure better utilisation of costly
port infrastructure.
In the Outlook survey, no short sea shipping
companies regard this measure as not important
or less important. This is also the only measure
that this applies to. In other words there is broad
agreement on the importance of government
involvement in realising this change and moving
closer to realising the vision of more goods on
ships and less on trucks.

A need for improved infrastructure to and from ports
Infrastructure for sea transport is in need of
revitalisation. In addition to maintaining fairways, it is important to provide for infrastructure
to and from ports in the form of road and rail
connections. This is crucial in order to achieve
streamlined transport links and efficient transfer
between transportation modes.
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4.6 Proactive competence policies

Responsible admission policies

Maritime competence

Applications for maritime education are high at
all levels. This is unequivocally positive and gives
us a great many high quality candidates for the
industry. Nonetheless, a high level of applicants
can also lead to an unsustainable overcapacity in
maritime education. In 2014 the industry took in
a record number of apprentices and cadets, but
there were still many who did not make it in. A
lack of coordination in dimensioning education
to the needs of the industry leads to the number of
students exceeding industry’s capacity to absorb
them into training positions.

The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association is
dedicated to ensuring that our members have
the access they need to competent labour at a
competitive price. We have a strong focus on the
Norwegian educational system and Norwegian
maritime education. One central goal for the
Norwegian Shipowners’ Association is to have as
many Norwegian seafarers as possible on as many
Norwegian-flagged ships as possible. Competitive maritime policies are in turn dependent on
forward-leaning educational policies. We are
dedicated to promoting the need for high levels of
competence throughout the maritime cluster.

Norwegian maritime education
Norwegian maritime education represents a tremendous resource for the entire maritime cluster.
Shipowners need high quality, motivated apprentices and cadets from the educational systems, but
a maritime education also provides the foundation
for careers with mobility in all directions within the
cluster. World leaders in shipbuilding, ship equipment, classification, insurance, banking, broking
and more benefit tremendously by recruiting seafarers with maritime educations. Reducing the number
of Norwegian seafarers will eventually harm competitiveness in the entire maritime cluster. Maritime
educational policies can be strengthened by measures outlined in the following paragraphs.

We encourage counties across Norway to exercise
restraint in expanding the number of spots available to eager students. Neither students nor the
industry benefit from overcapacity. Adjusting
the educational offering should be done in close
dialogue with the various educational offices and
the industry.
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Training positions in public tenders
Ferry and speedboat traffic subject to public
tender should have mandatory training positions
built into tenders. It is not realistic to expect
companies to take on extra costs if they are not
obliged to do so. There is great untapped potential
for training positions in coastal ferry traffic, but it
is also important that apprentices have the opportunity to earn maritime certificates in trade areas
I and II.

The need for science
Mathematics, natural sciences and technological studies have long been under-financed in
Norwegian higher education. The result is too
few students and a lack of scientific equipment.
Financing today is divided into six categories,
ranked according to the cost of educating students. One major weakness in this system is that
it places more emphasis on whether the education
is at the Bachelor or Master level, than on field of
study. For example, a Master’s degree in the social
sciences is ranked higher than a Bachelor’s degree
in the sciences, even though technological studies
are more expensive for the institutions.

Improved funding models
The government was therefore justified in establishing an expert group last year to examine the
financing scheme for universities and colleges.
The expert group was specifically called upon to
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assess how new financing models can strengthen
the quality of research and higher education.
We welcome this evaluation, as technical and
equipment-intensive education, such as engineering and maritime education, has been victim of
underfunding for many years under the present
scheme. In addition to being equipment-intensive,
these kinds of studies require substantial one-toone instruction, which adds to the costs.
Most other studies are less expensive per student,
since the number of students is not a cost driver.
Cost per student is more constant in technical
studies. This leads to a qualitative and quantitative weakening of technical education over time.
In addition, there is a large lag in the supply of
equipment to both engineering studies and maritime education.
The government-appointed expert group delivered its report in January 2015. In its proposal for
restructured financing of research and higher
education in Norway, the above-mentioned cost
categories were reviewed, among others. The
expert group recommends simplifying the system
by reducing the number of categories from six to
four. The categories should reflect the actual costs
of education by basing them on field of study, not
degree, and laboratory and equipment-intensive
studies should be placed in a separate category.
The report will be assessed in connection with a
government report on the structure of university
and college education due out in the spring of 2015.

The report on a new system for funding in higher
education should provide arguments for correcting the current imbalance. The new system must
acknowledge that some studies require more
equipment and simply cost more. This should help
resolve one of the greatest challenges facing Norway – the gap between the competencies we need,
and the competencies we teach.

The industry’s own initiatives
■■ Global Maritime Knowledge Hub
Since its launch in 2008, the Global Maritime
Knowledge Hub has sponsored 23 professorships at Norwegian institutes of higher learning.
This amounts to more than NOK 100 million to
maritime research and has triggered more than
NOK 250 million in additional research funding.
This is only one of many contributions from the
maritime industry that serve to strengthen Norway as a knowledge-based economy. The first of
these professors have already transitioned into the
institutions’ permanent staff and will be replaced
by new endowments. This will further strengthen
maritime research institutions. New initiatives
are afoot and new endowments will likely be made
during 2015.
■■ Maritime Trainee
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association’s trainee
programme spans the entire maritime industry
and recruits newly educated Master students,
primarily within law, economics, and technology.
The ninth class started up in 2014 with 25 trainees,

and 2015 will see the launch of class number 10,
for which there have been 1700 applicants to 20
positions. The programme offers a combination
of working in a host maritime company, four to
six months of working out of the country, and
an academic programme in six modules, held in
Norway, Singapore, and London. The majority of
participants continue to work in maritime sector.
The Norwegian daily Dagens Næringsliv has
called it “the most attractive trainee programme
in Norway.”
■■ Norwegian Training Center in the Philippines
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association has
since 1990 offered training programmes at the
Norwegian Training Center in Manila, the Philippines. This training is designed for Philippine
seafarers, who make up the biggest single group
of foreign seafarers in the Norwegian-controlled
fleet. The programme has been an unequivocal
success since its inauguration, and the centre in
Manila has evolved to be a benchmark for this
type of initiative.
After 25 years of operation, plans are being laid to
upgrade the centre, or perhaps move to a new location, in order to be prepared to meet tomorrow’s
requirements for maritime training.
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To be at the global forefront of research requires
access to modern and relevant infrastructure.

4.7 Improved research gives improved
competitiveness
More industry-oriented R&D
Industry-oriented education, research, and innovation are of great importance to the industry.
Analysis from the research institute, The Nordic
Institute for Studies in Innovation, Research and
Education (NIFU) shows that around one-fifth of
public R&D funding in Norway goes to industryoriented R&D. International comparisons show
that this is not particularly high compared to
other countries. Norway is at or below average
when ranking industry-oriented publicly funded
R&D.
Allocations to industry-oriented R&D in Norway
have seen lower growth than other R&D allocations over the past decade. Introduction of the
‘Skatte FUNN’ scheme (an R&D tax incentive
government scheme that is designed to stimulate
research and development in Norwegian trade
and industry) compensated somewhat for this
at the start of the period. But for the period as a
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whole, overall public support for industry-oriented R&D has increased less than other publicly
funded R&D.
The state budget for 2014 did show higher growth
for industry-oriented R&D than for other R&D
allotments. The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association regards this development as positive, and recommends further growth in the years to come. In
addition to industry-oriented R&D, further allotments to long-term research, as well as investment
in equipment and infrastructure, are important to
industry in overall R&D policies.

Investment in R&D will sharpen Norway’s
competitive edge
To be at the global forefront of research requires
access to modern and relevant infrastructure.
Infrastructure encompasses laboratories, computing and modelling facilities, and applicable
communication platforms. The Norwegian
Shipowners’ Association believes that to succeed
in maintaining and developing Norway’s position
as a global maritime leader, we must invest in

all-new, cutting-edge infrastructure for research
and development.
Political priorities should include:
■■ Ocean Space Centre. Investing in new
research facilities, including the realisation of
the Ocean Space Centre, a knowledge centre
for ocean space technology in Trondheim. The
centre will give the maritime industry the competitive advantage in marine-technological
research capacity it needs to develop and
maintain its leading position amidst tough
international competition.
■■ The Shipowners’ Association believes that
support for research efforts must include longterm public funding, including Centres for
outstanding research, Centres for researchdriven innovation and Centres for outstanding education. In order to utilise competence
and infrastructure to its fullest extent, sufficient economic resources must be allocated
for performing the required research. Many of
the challenges facing the world require extensive research, and extended and predictable

support for research is critical for the success
of long-term R&D.
■■ MAROFF. There is also a need to increase
government funding of maritime research
through the MAROFF programme. Present
funding is insufficient to complete projects of
importance to society, projects dealing with
environmental protection and maritime safety,
as well as advanced logistics and transportation. The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association believes that the way to ensure the best
and most cost cost-effective R&D results is
by retaining and developing sector-specific
programmes in prioritised fields. We are
therefore disappointed to see that funding to
the MAROFF program has been reduced in
the state budget for 2015, in conflict with the
government’s own goals in the Long-term plan
for research and education.
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4.8 The High North even more
important
Norwegian shipowners have for generations
mastered demanding operations at sea, not least
in the High North. With limited road access to
many of the coastal communities in the north,
sea-borne transportation has historically been
their lifeblood.
The potential for activity in the High North is tied
to three areas of particular interest for the maritime industry: offshore energy extraction, intraregional transport and polar transit. Ships have
carried goods and equipment into these areas,
and transported natural resources out, for as long
as people have lived there. For the past decades,
petroleum resources off the coast have stimulated
increased activity, meaning that intra-regional
transport will represent the segment of shipping
with the highest potential for the maritime industries, in both the short and medium term. Passage
through the northern sea routes also has the
potential to become important, but volumes will
remain modest in the coming years.
Results from the Outlook survey reveal, as
discussed in Chapter 3, that half of shipowners
believe increased energy production in the High
North will be a driver for their business moving
towards 2020.
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From frozen front to geopolitical ‘hot spot’
Three game-changing global trends converge in
the High North:
■■ The consequences of climate change and
global warming
■■ Change in global growth drivers and trade
patterns
■■ Effects of geostrategic security policies
The consequences of global climate change are
more obvious and more dramatic in the High
North than perhaps anywhere else on the planet.
Over the past three decades more than twothirds of Arctic summer ice has disappeared. The
generations growing up today will be the first in
modern history to experience an entire ocean
opening up.
Additionally, conditions for human activity in
general in the region are extremely complex and
demanding. The Arctic environment is extremely
vulnerable, as is the basis for life for people indigenous to this region. Adding to these factors, there
is no single, homogenous Arctic, though the Arctic is consistently cold. The climate is hostile and
the weather extreme. Darkness reigns for most
of the year, and distances are huge. The human
population is sparse and far from major centres
and basic infrastructure.
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The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association believes
that in this setting, investigation into commercial
activities in the High North demands a gradual,
prudent approach based on sound scientific,
acquired, and practical knowledge. At the same
time it is important to keep in mind that there is
already significant activity in the High North, and
has been for centuries.
Relationships between Russia and the West following the annexation of the Crimean Peninsula
add a new dimension to these issues. The restrictive measures imposed on Russia following
encroachments on Ukrainian territory present
challenges for business and trade developments in
the High North.

Developments in the High North will require
improved knowledge
Operations in the dark, surrounded by ice and
exposed to unpredictable polar weather fronts,
present crews and their equipment with challenges that demand a specialised skills and considerable experience. Expectations for increased
activity are countered by demands for the protection of biodiversity and the environment.
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association will
continue to work in Norway and internationally
to ensure that commercial activity in the High
North adheres to the highest standards for health,
safety and the environment, in order to prevent
or mitigate accidents and harmful emissions.
Activities in the High North should be based on
a transparent and responsible approach to safety,
the environment, and emergency preparedness.

Regulations, infrastructure and standards are
essential for responsible Arctic development
In order to ensure regulated, sustainable and
responsible development of the High North, the
Norwegian Shipowners’ Association believes the
following factors to be critical:
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■■ Establishing relevant international regulations
for Arctic maritime operations
■■ Comprehensive development of relevant
infrastructure
■■ Development of adequate industrial standards
First of all there is an urgent need to develop a
relevant set of rules governing Arctic operation in
synch with increased activity in the Arctic, such
as the Polar Code, developed by the UN International Maritime Organisation, the IMO. The code
takes effect in 2017 (for new builds) and 2018 (for
older ships), pending approval in all necessary
IMO committees. The code applies to cargo and
passenger ships operating in the Arctic and the
Antarctic, and contains supplemental requirements to existing environmental regulations
(MARPOL), safety (SOLAS) and competence
(STCW). The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association
has been active in getting the code adopted and
ratified since work commenced in 2008.
Secondly, there is a huge need for expansion of
relevant infrastructure for navigation, communication, meteorology, monitoring of pack ice and
ice conditions, emergency preparedness, search
and rescue, and bases for maintenance and supply.
The SARiNOR project (Search and Rescue in the
High North), initiated by the Maritime Forum
and supported by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
will make a major contribution towards reaching
these goals.
It is vital to consider all sides of preparedness
when working with safety at sea, and in particular
to be aware of the resources available in the event
of an accident. SARiNOR will contribute by
identifying potential for improvement in search,
rescue, survival in a cold climate, communication
and shared understanding of a situation, as well as
joint operations in the Norwegian High North.
Thirdly, adequate industrial standards must be
developed for Arctic drilling and production. This
must encompass standards for technology designed
for harsh and challenging Arctic conditions,

winterisation of rigs and equipment, and additional
operational procedures. Rigs and other floating
units must also be able to operate more independently on maintenance, repairs, and preparedness.
In cooperation with the petroleum industry, the
maritime industry has taken specific steps to develop
improved standards for health, safety and the environment for offshore operations in the Arctic.

‘Arctic Business’ founded
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association,
together with DNV GL and supported by
KONGSBERG, Statoil and Nordland county
council, hosted the first Arctic Business
conference in October of 2014. The Arctic Business Council also met for the first time last year.
Around 130 corporate executives, owners and
other business leaders from more than 15 countries met in Bodø, Norway, to participate in Arctic
Business 2014. The oil and gas, maritime, marine
and mining industries were all represented.

The Arctic Business Council will serve as a forum
for top management in companies with activities
and engagements in the Arctic, from many different countries and sectors.
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association will
host the next Arctic Business Council on 2 June in
Oslo, during Nor-Shipping 2015. The next Arctic
Business conference will be 15-17 June 2016 in
Bodø. During the spring of 2015 the Norwegian
Shipowners’ Association will also establish an
Arctic Business secretariat.
As a result of cooperation between the Norwegian Shipowners’ Association and DNV GL in
establishing Arctic Business, the Arctic Leadership Programme for Executives (ALPEX) was
founded, with Duke Corporate Education as the
academic partner. ALPEX places the spotlight on
maritime operations in the Arctic. The goal is to
offer companies with an interest in Arctic operations a relevant and knowledge-based leadership
programme that tackles the vast and challenging
nature of doing business in the Arctic.
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(chapters 2-4 translated by blue-c)
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DATA BASIS AND METHODOLOGY
The data sources used in this report are reported
in the text, tables and figures throughout the
report. The data sources and methodology are
described below. The Norwegian Shipowners’
Association has worked in collaboration with
Menon Business Economics (Menon) on certain
parts of the analysis work.

Norwegian-controlled foreign-going fleet –
definitions and parameters
The Norwegian Shipowners’ Association maintains statistics on the Norwegian- controlled
foreign-going fleet. The statistics are reviewed in
detail in Chapter 2, Status and trends. The parameters for inclusion of ships in the Norwegiancontrolled foreign-going fleet are based on the
following principles:
■■ All ships registered in the Norwegian
International Ship Register (NIS).
■■ Ships registered in the Norwegian Ordinary
Ship Register (NOR), and engaged in foreign
trade.
■■ Ships sailing under a foreign flag and in foreign
trade which belong to Norwegian-controlled
shipping companies (assuming 50% or more
Norwegian ownership).
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Member survey of the shipping companies’
prospects and framework conditions
Between 8 January and 16 February 2015, the
Norwegian Shipowners’ Association conducted
a survey of its members. The members were
sent an electronic questionnaire to survey their
expectations of trends in economic KPIs, growth
markets, access to capital and skills, and political
framework conditions. The analysis carried out
by Menon includes 101 of the 142 member companies, giving a response rate of 71%. The shipping
companies that participated in the survey are
representative of the membership of the NSA in
terms of both size and type. The material provides
a sound basis for generalising from the sample.
Almost without exception, responses came from
senior management.

Valuation of the world’s shipping fleet
Menon has estimated the value of the world’s
merchant fleet by calculating its value within
different vessel segments each year on the basis
of newbuild costs, adjusted for the fleet’s age and
size. The breakdown of the number of ships, gross
tonnage and deadweight tonnage for each individual country is based on the data series from IHS,
World Fleet Statistics from 2001 to 2014. The calculations were performed for each of the world’s
150 merchant fleets. Only ships over 1000 gross
tonnes were included. Warships, pleasure boats,
non- seagoing vessels and unmotorised vessels
were excluded. We use 14 categories in total; four

for operational shipping and 10 for freight-related
shipping. Some of these categories are conglomerated in the presentation of results.
The value per category for the largest vessel types
which IHS has published data for was calculated.
The value estimates are based on age-adjusted
newbuild prices. The new prices are derived from
“Shipping Intelligence Weekly”, published by
Clarkson Research Services Ltd, and “Review of
Maritime Transport”, UNCTAD (United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development) and other
authoritative sources. Prices for offshore services
vessels are primarily obtained from “Global Support Vessel Monthly”, published by RS Platou
ASA. The values are adjusted for the vessel’s age
by using linear depreciation to scrap value within
each period, with a general depreciation period
of 30 years. In some segments, ships are in service for considerably longer and their age is less
precarious. For these, the depreciation period is
extended.

About the calculation of the shipping
companies’ turnover growth in 2014 and 2015
Menon maintains its own accounting database
with an overview of all Norwegian shipping companies’ turnover in 2013.
The questionnaire asked the shipping companies
to state their turnover in 2013 and projected percentage growth in 2014. Since Menon does not
have complete turnover figures for all shipping
companies in 2014, we have calculated these as
follows:
■■ a) The shipping companies’ self-reported turnover in 2013 is compared with audited turnover
for the same year, to determine whether the
self-reported turnover in the survey can be
used as a basis for calculating the turnover of
the total population of shipping companies in
Norway.
■■ b) Self-reported turnover in 2014 is adjusted for
the share of total turnover in each of the four
shipping company groups included in the data.
■■ c) The forecasts for 2015 are calculated by
multiplying the 2014 turnover for each member
company by their own reported 2015 growth.
The estimated turnover is then summed for
all of the four shipping company groups. The
estimated turnover is also adjusted for the
share of total turnover in each of the four shipping company groups included in the data.
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